Unconformity-Type Uranium Systems: A Comparative Review and Predictive Modelling of Critical Genetic Factors
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Abstract: A review of descriptive and genetic models is presented for unconformity-type uranium deposits with particular attention given to spatial representations of key process components of the mineralising system and their mappable expressions. This information formed the basis for the construction of mineral potential models for the world’s premier unconformity-style uranium provinces, the Athabasca Basin in Saskatchewan, Canada (>650,000 t U3O8), and the NW McArthur Basin in the Northern Territory, Australia (>450,000 t U3O8). A novel set of ‘edge’ detection routines was used to identify high-contrast zones in gridded geophysical data in support of the mineral potential modelling. This approach to geophysical data processing and interpretation offers a virtually unbiased means of detecting potential basement structures under cover and at a range of scales. Fuzzy logic mineral potential mapping was demonstrated to be a useful tool for delineating areas that have high potential for hosting economic uranium concentrations, utilising all knowledge and incorporating all relevant spatial data available for the project area. The resulting models not only effectively ‘rediscover’ the known uranium mineralisation but also highlight several other areas containing all of the mappable components deemed critical for the accumulation of economic uranium deposits. The intelligence amplification approach to mineral potential modelling presented herein is an example of augmenting expert-driven conceptual targeting with the powerful logic and rationality of modern computing. The result is a targeting tool that captures the current status quo of geospatial and exploration information and conceptual knowledge pertaining to unconformity-type uranium systems. Importantly, the tool can be readily updated once new information or knowledge comes to hand. As with every targeting tool, these models should not be utilised in isolation, but as one of several inputs informing exploration decision-making. Nor should they be regarded as ‘treasure maps’, but rather as pointers towards areas of high potential that are worthy of further investigation.
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1. Introduction

Unconformity-type (also called unconformity-related and unconformity-associated) uranium deposits (Figure 1a) are structurally controlled and typically located at, or within a few hundred metres above or below, a prominent regional unconformity, separating locally reduced Archaean and Paleoproterozoic crystalline (metamorphic/magmatic) basement from relatively undeformed, oxidised Paleo- to Mesoproterozoic clastic cover rocks of intracratonic basin affinity [1,2].

The group of unconformity-type uranium deposits is economically significant, having accounted for >15–25% of the world’s uranium production in the period from 2016 to 2018 [2]. Most of the significant unconformity-type uranium deposits are found in and below the Athabasca Basin (Figure 1b) of Saskatchewan, Canada, with a total endowment of >650,000 t U$_3$O$_8$, and the NW McArthur Basin (Figure 1e) of the Northern Territory, Australia, with cumulative resources of >450,000 t U$_3$O$_8$. A defining feature of the group in relation to other types of uranium deposit is their high grade nature, typically in the range from 0.3% to 2.0% U$_3$O$_8$, although much higher-grade examples are known from the Athabasca Basin region (e.g., McArthur River: 17% U$_3$O$_8$, Cigar Lake: 15% U$_3$O$_8$) [2,3] (Table 1). Other important or emerging regions for unconformity-type uranium include the Thelon Basin (Figure 1b), the Cuddapah Basin (Figure 1c), India, the Otish Basin (Figure 1d), Quebec, Canada and Russia’s Pasha-Ladoga Basin (Figure 1a) [4–6].

In this paper we review descriptive and genetic models for unconformity-type uranium deposits with particular emphasis on their common spatial footprints enabling the prediction of undiscovered resources at the basin-scale. A mineral systems approach [7–11] was used to frame this discussion and develop our targeting model. As summarised in Kreuzer et al. [12], the mineral systems concept considers ore deposit formation in the framework of much larger lithospheric-scale processes. In this context, an ore deposit can be thought of as the product of five critical genetic processes: (i) source: all geological processes required for extracting the necessary ore components (melts or fluids, metals and ligands) from their crustal and/or mantle sources; (ii) transport: all geological processes required for driving the melt- or fluid-assisted transfer of the ore components from source to trap; (iii) trap: all geological processes required for focusing melt or fluid flow into physically and/or chemically responsive sites that can accommodate significant volumes of ore and gangue; (iv) deposition: all geological processes required for efficient extraction of metals from melts or fluids passing through the traps and (v) preservation: all geological processes required to preserve the accumulated metals through time. Where one or more of these processes is missing, ore formation is precluded.

Mineral potential models (e.g., [12,13]) are presented for the two most prolific and prospective basins and surrounding crystalline basement rocks, namely the Athabasca Basin and the NW McArthur Basin, which hosts the Alligator Rivers (ARUF), South Alligator Valley (SAVUF) and Rum Jungle (RJUF) uranium fields. The uranium mineral potential maps were created as part of a wider study to identify exploration targets with high potential for as yet undiscovered unconformity-related uranium and gold deposits in these two areas and in the exposed Canadian Shield in Northern Saskatchewan.

Fuzzy logic mineral potential modelling (MPM) is a useful tool for identifying and targeting areas that have high potential for hosting economic concentrations of valuable minerals, utilising all knowledge and relevant spatial data available (e.g., [14–16]). The procedure described herein aims to reduce concepts of uranium ore genesis to their most fundamental mappable components. Complex relationships between critical genetic factors can then be expressed in the form of a logical model, which is carefully guided at every step by an ‘expert’ team of geoscientists. Holistic mineral-systems targeting models such as these, intimately reflect the way in which the geoscientist thinks but may incorporate a wide variety of simultaneous input criteria and can be uniformly and subjectively applied over entire districts or regions to which a particular conceptual targeting model applies. The final result is a numerical grid of values, representing spatial variations in mineral potential. Reclassification of the grid allows it to be displayed as a simple colour-coded, multi-class favourability map.
Figure 1. Proterozoic basins of the world. Undeformed or weakly deformed Paleo- and Mesoproterozoic intracratonic sedimentary basins are differentiated from tectonised Proterozoic metasedimentary strata in each of the insert maps. (a) Generalised global distribution of Proterozoic (meta-) sedimentary rocks. Regions hosting significant unconformity-type uranium deposits are indicated by numbered ellipses. 1: Athabasca Basin, Canada; 2: Thelon Basin, Canada, 3: Otish, Basin, Canada; 4: Pasha-Ladoga Basin, Russia, 5: Cuddapah Basin, India, 6: McArthur Basin/Pine Creek Inlier, Australia; 7: Rudall Complex, Australia. (b) Paleo- to Mesoproterozoic basins of the western Canadian Shield that contain significant unconformity-type uranium deposits, or that have the potential to host them. HB = Hornby Bay Basin, Elu = Elu Basin, Th = Thelon Basin, BL = Baxter Lake Basin, Ath = Athabasca Basin. (c) Meso- to Neoproterozoic intracratonic basins in India with potential to host unconformity-type uranium deposits.

It is undisputed that unconformity-type uranium deposits are hosted by ductile-brittle to brittle structures, and in most cases it is obvious that the often long-lived and multiply reactivated host structures transect basement and basin successions and, therefore, reactivation of these structures post-date the unconformity. Few published studies have addressed the distribution of favourable structures at the regional scale and how structures might be used predictively in exploration targeting. We attempt to do this below.
Table 1. Major unconformity-type uranium deposits of the Athabasca Basin (AB), Saskatchewan, Canada and Alligator Rivers (ARUF) and South Alligator Valley (SAVUF) uranium fields, NW McArthur Basin, Northern Territory, Australia. Sources: [2] (Annex Table 2.1), [25–28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Deposit Name</th>
<th>Dominant Setting</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Discovery Year</th>
<th>t U₃O₈</th>
<th>% U₃O₈</th>
<th>Associated Metals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Cigar Lake</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.071</td>
<td>−104.539</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>158,440</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>Co, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Lake</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.202</td>
<td>−105.666</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>82,710</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>As, Cu, Pb, Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shea Creek</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.236</td>
<td>−109.512</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>43,519</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>Au, Co, Cu, Mo, Ni, Pb, Te, V, Cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.51</td>
<td>−105.381</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>32,160</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>Ni, Co, As, Pb, Cu, REEs, Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roughrider-J-Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.338</td>
<td>−104.05</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>32,111</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>Ni, Co, As, Pb, Cu, REEs, Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.763</td>
<td>−105.221</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>30,871</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>As, Co, Cu, Ni, Pb, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.313</td>
<td>−104.074</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>22,314</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>Ag, As, Co, Cu, Ni, Pb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.611</td>
<td>−107.572</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>Ni, Co, As (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Lake</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.071</td>
<td>−104.539</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>158,440</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>Co, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.51</td>
<td>−105.381</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>32,160</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>Ni, Co, As, Pb, Cu, REEs, Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shea Creek</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.236</td>
<td>−109.512</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>43,519</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>Au, Co, Cu, Mo, Ni, Pb, Te, V, Cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.51</td>
<td>−105.381</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>32,160</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>Ni, Co, As, Pb, Cu, REEs, Au</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ARUF     | Ranger            | Basement         | −12.673  | 132.916   | 1969           | 242,601| 0.27   | Au               |
|          | Jubiluka          |                  | −12.5    | 132.906   | 1971           | 144,410| 0.48   | Au               |
|          | Koongarra         |                  | −12.867  | 132.842   | 1970           | 16,500 | 0.74   | Au               |
|          | Naborlek          |                  | −12.308  | 133.32    | 1970           | 10,858 | 1.81   | Cu, Au, Pd, Pt   |
|          | Ranger 68         |                  | −12.512  | 132.854   | 1976           | 5334   | 0.36   | Cu               |
|          | Caramal           |                  | −12.5    | 133.233   | 1971           | 2977   | 0.31   | Au, Pt           |
|          | Angularli         | U/C contact      | −11.74   | 133.157   | 2011           | 8844   | 0.88   | Au               |

| SAVUF    | Coronation Hill   | Basement         | −13.584  | 132.606   | 1953           | 1848   | 0.54   | Au, Pd, Pt       |
|          | El Sherana        |                  | −13.509  | 132.521   | 1954           | 414    | 0.66   | Au               |
2. Unconformity-Type Uranium Deposits—Descriptive Model

Most unconformity-type uranium deposits (Figure 1) either straddle the unconformity or are wholly hosted by basement rocks below a regional unconformity, in some cases up to hundreds of metres to over a kilometre below. There are also examples of perched mineralisation above the U/C; for example at Cigar Lake. The type and best endowed locations for this group of uranium deposits are the NW McArthur (Figure 2) and Athabasca (Figure 3) basins (Table 1).

Figure 2. Unconformity elevation contours—Greater McArthur Basin. Contours indicate the elevation of the unconformity below the ‘Redbank package’, which includes the Paleoproterozoic Kombolgie Subgroup near its base. Unconformity elevation data sourced from the Northern Territory Geological Survey (2015). The NW McArthur Basin mineral potential modelling (MPM) study area (black outline) includes the Alligator Rivers, South Alligator Valley and Rum Jungle uranium fields. The red dashed line (W-E) marks the approximate trace of the cross section shown in Figure 4a.

The genetic relationship to the unconformity in some cases is unclear. This is particularly true for the Alligator Rivers Uranium Field (Figure 2) where most of the known unconformity-type uranium deposits are hosted in the basement rocks below the regional unconformity and where this unconformity surface and younger siliciclastic cover rocks have been partially or completely eroded and subjected to extensive and intense lateralisation. In these cases, proximity (within hundreds of metres) to the unconformity can be inferred from adjacent outcrops and/or by extrapolation [29]. Some deposits of similar age and with similar characteristics also occur hundreds of meters above the unconformity, wholly within the clastic cover sequences and spatially associated with mafic dykes and sills (e.g., Westmoreland, Queensland, Australia; Figure 2; [30] and Matoush, Quebec, Canada; Figure 1d; [31]) but these are uncommon.
Host structures within the Athabasca Basin (Figure 3) are generally near vertical, although reactivated thrust-related deposits such as McArthur River and Shea Creek are associated with moderately dipping faults. Gyorfi et al. [32] showed that the main structure associated with the McArthur River U deposit is listric at depth. Host structures for the giant Ranger and Jabiluka deposits beneath the NW McArthur Basin (Figure 2) tend to be gently dipping and also have a listric architecture [33,34].

Much of the primary hydrothermal uranium is in the form of uraninite veins. Relatively few studies have specifically addressed vein geometry and how this geometry relates to regional paleo-stress fields [35]. Johnstone [33] noted that a prime control on the formation and distribution of uraninite veins in the Alligator Rivers deposits was the pervasive schistosity of the host rocks, with veinlets typically oriented parallel to the plane of schistosity. The crystalline (metamorphic/igneous) host-rocks of the Athabasca deposits tend to be more massive and gneissic, and, hence, vein arrays in the latter region are less likely to be controlled by schistosity. This fundamental mechanical difference between the basement rocks of the two regions may have been an important genetic factor and explain the higher ore grades of some of the Athabasca deposits compared to those of the NW McArthur Basin. Detailed descriptions of uranium mineralisation in the Athabasca Basin have been provided by Hoeve and Sibbald [36]; Hoeve and Quirt [37,38]; Wallis et al. [39]; Kotzer and Kyser [40]; Quirt [41]; Alexandre et al. [42] and Jefferson et al. [1,3]. Comprehensive accounts of uranium mineralisation in the NW McArthur Basin have been provided by Taylor [43]; Binns et al. [44]; Ferguson et al. [45]; Needham [46]; Valenta [47]; Wilde [48]; Polito et al. [49,50]; Ahmad et al. [51,52]; Wall [53] and Skirrow et al. [54,55].

Hydrothermal alteration associated with unconformity-type deposits is typically extremely intense, mineralogy-destructive and variably texture-destructive. In many deposits even quartz was dissolved, a process considered important in terms of creating secondary porosity and enhancing permeability. Ore proximal alteration minerals include magnesian chlorite, hematite, sudoite, illite and tourmaline.

Figure 3. Unconformity elevation contours—Athabasca Basin. Contours indicate the elevation of the unconformity at the base of the late Paleoproterozoic to Mesoproterozoic Athabasca Group. The unconformity isosurface was interpolated from historical drill-hole data. The Athabasca Basin MPM study area is indicated by the dark black outline. The red dashed line (NW-SE) marks the trace of the cross section shown in Figure 4b.
Overall, the alteration assemblages are indicative of low temperature (probably <250 °C), low pH (probably <5) and high oxidation state at the site of uranium deposition [3,29,56–59].

The results of a geochronological study of unconformity-related uranium deposits in the Athabasca Basin by Alexandre et al. [60] suggest that uranium mineralisation occurred at approximately 1590 Ma. Younger mineralisation ages proposed by previous workers were rejected on the basis of these age dates most likely reflecting Pb loss due to renewed fluid circulation, partial uranium remobilisation and uraninite recrystallisation initiated by far-field tectonic events. A compilation of all available U-Pb and Ar-Ar ages for the Athabasca Basin deposits by Chi et al. [59], suggests that most of the unconformity-type uranium systems formed at approximately 1540 Ma. The broad time span of the compiled U-Pb and Ar-Ar ages, from approximately 1650 Ma to <100 Ma was interpreted by the authors as due to (partial) isotopic resetting, possibly reflecting uraninite recrystallisation, loss of radiogenic lead and partial uranium remobilisation during later fluid infiltration and/or thermal events [60]. Fayek et al. [61] report $^{207}$Pb/$^{206}$Pb ages of 1770–1650 Ma for disseminated uraninite at the Millennium uranium deposit, although they also report ages of 1400–1200 Ma for massive, vein-type and fine-aggregate mineralisation. The 1770–1650 Ma ages are older than the currently accepted depositional age for the Athabasca Basin fill (1710 Ma) and similar to ages obtained for the Beaverlodge vein-type uranium deposits, leading the authors to suggest disseminated uranium in the basement, in addition to uranium from basin-fill sediments as a possible source of economic accumulations of metal in some of the Athabasca Basin uranium deposits.

Isotopic data for the Alligator Rivers deposits also yielded a broad spectrum of ages and, therefore, considerable uncertainty exists as to the precise age of primary uranium deposition in this region. Indeed, it is unresolved as to whether the deposits of this region formed at the same time or whether the region recorded different metallogenic episodes. A recent study of uraninite from the Ranger deposit using ion microprobe yielded a discordia array of upper intercept ages of 1688 ± 46 Ma, with possible resetting at approximately 1420 and 1040 Ma [55]. This could indicate that deposits of the ARUF are generally older than those of the Athabasca Basin.

3. The Unconformity-Type Uranium Mineral System

3.1. Geodynamic Setting

3.1.1. Exhumation and Weathering of Crystalline Basement Rocks

Crystalline (metamorphic/magmatic) basement rocks underlying the Athabasca and NW McArthur basins were likely exhumed prior to the onset of intracratonic basin development and sedimentation and, therefore, had cooled to ambient temperatures. The age of exhumation remains poorly defined (e.g., [60,62]). A clay-rich layer immediately below the basal sediments of the Athabasca Basin has been interpreted as a paleoregolith [63]. Clay alteration immediately beneath the Kombolgie Subgroup (Northern McArthur Basin), however, clearly replaces the basal sandstone [64]. Skirrow et al. [55] proposed that this “paleoregolith” alteration reflects regionally extensive basinal fluid flow that leached uranium from metamorphic rocks immediately below the unconformity. A similar paleoregolith alteration model was previously also proposed for the Athabasca Basin by Hecht and Cuney [65,66].

3.1.2. The Clastic Basins

Unconformity-type uranium systems, in particular the globally significant examples (e.g., Athabasca and NW McArthur River uranium systems), are typically spatially and genetically associated with terrigenous intracratonic basins of Proterozoic age whilst epicontinental and foreland basins are comparatively poorly endowed. Other basin types and basins of Phanerozoic age appear to be non-permissive for this style of uranium mineralisation [2,67].

Different tectonic processes produce different types of sedimentary basins with intracratonic basins amongst the longest-lived [68] and deepest (e.g., 20 km in the case of the Barents Sea intracratonic
basin: [69]) types of basins. Whilst their formation mechanisms are still poorly understood, intracratonic basins are known to form large saucer-shaped bodies, contain a relatively symmetric fill and occur in clusters that form during supercontinent breakup and reactivate during supercontinent assembly [70,71]. Diagenesis of the thick sedimentary pile above a regional unconformity, which separates the oxidised, generally highly permeable basin fill from the underlying basement, is considered a key driver of brine development with subsequent intrabasinal fluid migration likely driven by far-field tectonic forces and elevated geothermal gradients and controlled by sediment and fault permeability [68].

The siliciclastic and mafic volcanic rocks unconformably overlying the crystalline basement rocks in the Alligator Rivers uranium field are assigned to the Kombolgie Subgroup of the Katherine River Group (Figure 4a), the oldest component of the NW McArthur Basin. The total preserved thickness of the Kombolgie Subgroup is less than one kilometre [52]. The sequence is dominated by coarse, sometimes pebbly sandstones, and contains two interbedded volcanic units, the stratigraphically lower Nungbalgarri Formation and higher Gilruth Volcanic Member. The up to 60 m-thick Nungbalgarri Formation is composed of highly altered subaerial basalt. Pillow textures suggest some subaqueous extrusion occurred locally. The narrow (5 m-thick) Gilruth Volcanic Member comprises of subaerial basalt pyroclastic and epiclastic sedimentary rocks and jasper beds. The dominant environment of deposition of the Kombolgie Subgroup was a braided river system with aeolian and tidal influences [52]. The depositional age of the lowest unit, the Mamadawerre Sandstone, is bracketed between 1820 and 1730 Ma [72]. Overlying the Kombolgie Subgroup is the 340 m-thick McKay Sandstone. This unit may have played an important role in the uranium mineralisation process as it recorded evidence of evaporitic conditions and buried evaporite salts are known contributors to basinal brine formation. However, it is unknown whether this unit had already been deposited at the time of, or prior to, uranium mineralisation [73].

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 4.** (a) Schematic diagram showing the position of major uranium deposits in the Pine Creek Inlier in relation to the Proterozoic unconformity. Igneous rocks other than basement units have been omitted. Approximate line of section is shown as W-E in Figure 2. Modified from Jaireth et al. [74], after McKay and Miezitis [75]. (b) Lithostratigraphic cross-section of the Athabasca Basin. Line of section is shown as NW-SE in Figure 3. Modified from Jefferson et al. [1], after Ramaekers [76] and Ramaekers et al. [77].
Diagenesis of the Kombolgie Subgroup resulted in the formation of quartz overgrowths on clastic quartz grains and development of interstitial dickite and illite [78,79]. Dickite replaced earlier kaolinite, whereas illite pseudomorphed earlier dickite [79].

The preserved maximum thickness of the Athabasca Group (Figure 4b) is 2.3 km [59,77] although the estimated aggregate thickness of the basin succession is 3.8 km [77]. Sedimentary environments of the older portion of the basin range from fluvial to marginal marine to marine. Depositional units are dominated by quartz-rich sandstone and conglomerate and also contain minor red silty mudstone. The detrital quartz grains typically have coatings of hematite, often overgrown by secondary quartz as in the Kombolgie Subgroup. The depositional age of the lowest unit (Read Formation) is approximately 1750 Ma [60], although more recent LA-ICP_MS monazite and zircon geochronology by Jeanneret et al. [80] suggests a maximum age of 1710 Ma for the onset of sedimentation in the Athabasca Basin. The youngest units are the Douglas Formation sandstones and organic pelites dated at 1540 Ma [81]. The overlying Carswell Formation is the youngest unit in the Athabasca Basin, and as with the McKay Sandstone of the Alligator Rivers area, contains pseudomorphs after evaporite minerals (in this case gypsum) and solution collapse breccias in stromatolitic dolomite [82]. In contrast to the Kombolgie Subgroup of the ARUF, the Athabasca Basin contains no significant volcanic members.

The diagenetic clay mineral history as recorded by the Athabasca Basin fill is similar to that of the NW McArthur Basin. Diagenesis of the Athabasca sandstones involved formation of interstitial phyllosilicates such as dickite, illite and chlorite, and minor dravite, goyazite and other aluminophosphates. Kaolinite, in most cases, may be regarded as a late overprinting phase given that the paragenetically early kaolinite was largely transformed to dickite and illite after kaolinite and/or dickite [1] (Figure 6), [37,83,84].

### 3.1.3. Pressure, Temperature and Time History at the Unconformity

Reconstructing the pressure, temperature and time trajectory of the basinal rocks and subjacent basement is crucial to understanding ore-forming processes. There is no compelling stratigraphic evidence that the McArthur Basin cover above the crystalline basement-hosted Alligator Rivers uranium field was ever significantly greater than 1 km, the maximum preserved thickness of the Kombolgie Subgroup. However, indirect evidence summarised below suggest a likely thickness of the stratigraphic column in the range from 4 to 6 km.

Durak et al. [78] obtained a range of fluid inclusion homogenisation temperatures in quartz overgrowths on clastic quartz from the Kombolgie Subgroup ranging from 65 to 210 °C and documented evidence of increasing fluid salinity from core to rim of the overgrowths. This could imply burial depths ranging from 2 to 6 km assuming a standard geothermal gradient of 35 °C/km. The possibility of partial or complete leakage, refilling and/or volume changes of the inclusions was not assessed or discussed. Fluid inclusion studies by Ypma and Fuzikawa [85], Wilde et al. [86] and Derome et al. [57] suggest that at the time of ore formation the clastic cover had reached at least 4 km. However, many of the studied inclusions were in drusy quartz veins of uncertain timing with respect to basin development and uranium mineralisation, and the possible impact of leakage or volume change on the fluid inclusions was not considered.

Patrier et al. [79] considered that illite morphology and the well-ordered nature of diagenetic dickite meant that burial of the Kombolgie sandstones probably exceeded 4 km. It should be noted, however, that this conclusion is based on samples from a single drill hole, and by analogy with the Phanerozoic Rotliegendes Sandstone of the Netherlands [87]. Such burial depths imply that nearly 3 km of sediment has been eroded. Peak diagenetic phases in the Athabasca Basin are also illite and dickite but with minor goyazite, clinochlore, hematite and dravite. Early silicification in the form of overgrowths on detrital quartz grains is also a feature of the Athabasca Basin [40,88]. A study by Pagel [89] of fluid inclusions in quartz overgrowths in sandstones from the Athabasca Basin revealed paleo-fluid pressures and -temperatures at the base of the basin of 1500 bars and 220 °C, equivalent to a burial depth of approximately 5.7 km at a standard geothermal gradient of 35 °C/km.
Later fluid inclusion and clay mineral geothermometric studies by Hoeve and Quirt [37], Kotzer and Kyser [40], Derome et al. [90], Cloutier et al. [91] and Richard et al. [58] obtained broadly similar results with temperatures in the range from 180 to 250 °C, which were taken as further evidence that the unconformity-type uranium deposits in the Athabasca Basin formed under deep burial conditions. In contrast to the conventional genetic model above, the shallow burial mineralisation model of Chi et al. [59], which takes into account more recent regional geochronostratigraphic and ore geochronological data, assumes burial depths of the basal Athabasca Basin unconformity surface at the authors’ preferred time of uranium mineralisation (ca. 1540 Ma) of approximately 3.0 km, or less. In this model, (i) the elevated fluid pressures that support the deep-burial model are regarded as overestimates linked to misinterpretation of certain solid phases, whilst (ii) the elevated fluid temperatures that support the deep-burial model are considered as local or basin-wide elevations of the geothermal gradient at the time of mineralisation, followed by continued burial and/or temporarily increased thermal gradients after mineralisation.

For both the Athabasca and Kombolgie (McArthur) basins there is a substantial discrepancy between maximum burial temperatures likely beneath 1.5–3.0 km of clastic sediments and those inferred from fluid inclusion homogenisation temperatures, clay mineral and stable isotopic data. Chi et al. [59] recently questioned the evidence for deep burial beneath the Athabasca based on fluid inclusion data, noting that “burial depths were likely ≤3 km”. The authors concluded that elevated fluid pressures used to support the deep burial model were probably “overestimated due to misinterpretation of accidentally entrapped halite crystals as daughter minerals”. While the fluid inclusion homogenisation temperature data are probably adversely impacted by misinterpretation and by varying degrees of unrecognised leakage and/or volume change, it nevertheless seems plausible that maximum temperatures at the unconformity were in excess of that expected by burial of between 1 and 3 km and a normal geothermal gradient. The assumption of a normal geothermal gradient, however, is probably invalid in the intracratonic environment of basin formation where thinned crust would have led to high heat flow.

3.2. Regional Fault Architecture

The structural architecture including major lithostructural corridors like the WMTZ that hosts most of the deposits in the Eastern Athabasca Basin [92], compositional makeup and deformation history of the basement rocks that host the intracratonic basins may be regarded as first-order controls on uranium fertility and mineralisation (e.g., [3,54,93]).

The structural architecture preserved by the crystalline basement rocks probably not only influenced intracratonic basin formation but also intrabasinal fault development and propagation, basin fill architecture and thickness, and fault-controlled fluid flow. As illustrated by Martz et al. [94] and Eldursi et al. [95], long-lived basement-hosted fault systems in the Athabasca Basin region, in particular those that were (repeatedly) reactivated during retrograde metamorphism and exhumation at approximately 1800–1720 Ma [92], constituted major fluid pathways, providing the possibility for oxidised basinal brines to flow down into brittle basement-hosted damage zones and reduced basement fluids (and/or gases) to rise up along faults that extend from the basement into the sandstone. In other words, faults that penetrate from the basement into the basin would have greatly enhanced permeability and, thus, constituted critical fluid pathways and important loci for fluid–rock interaction and fluid mixing, critical processes in the formation of unconformity-type uranium deposits (e.g., [95–97]).

Recent studies by Benedicto et al. [98], Hillacre et al. [99] and Abdelrazek et al. [100] of the Arrow (Figure 3) and Spitfire uranium deposits (Patterson Lake corridor, Southern Athabasca Basin), build upon work by previous authors [36,39,92,101–103] to further demonstrate the importance of reactivated basement structures, in particular graphitic shear zones, and the spatial coincidence of such structures with zones of strong rheological and chemical contrasts. Brittle, reactivation of a network of anastomosing graphitic shear zones within the Patterson Lake corridor triggered dilatational micro-brecciation followed by strong dissolution, thereby creating a new permeability network and
structural geochemical traps. The Spitfire uranium deposit [98,100] is an excellent example of the structural complexity and prolonged deformation history recorded by the crystalline basement rocks hosting some of the unconformity-type uranium systems. At Spitfire, brittle deformation was most intense at a pre-existing structural bend along a >50 m-wide mylonite zone where the change in strike is interpreted to have induced local transtensional conditions that resulted in the creation of dilational-jog structures through reverse-sinistral reactivation and brittle overprinting of prior ductile structures. Mineralisation occurs along zones of strong rheological contrast between the shear zone and silicified, locally pyritic gneiss. Four major tectonic events have been interpreted: (i) D1: Gneissification and mylonitic shear zone development under high temperature (>600–800 °C), upper amphibolite to granulite facies metamorphic conditions; (ii) D2: Local rotation of D1 structures from NE-SW to NNE-SSW; (iii) D3: NNE-SSW-directed shortening and opening of the reoriented D1 shear zones, facilitating fluid flow through and pitchblende precipitation within these shear zones and (iv) D4: NNE-SSW-directed shortening, formation of NNE-SSW-striking fracture corridors and the second mineralising event [98,100].

Further excellent examples include the (i) large, recently discovered, basement-hosted Arrow uranium deposit [99], which is interpreted as a strike-slip dominated system of Riedel faults that formed along multiply reactivated, subvertical, NE-SW-striking chloritic-graphitic shear zones that developed along the limb of a regional F3 fold in the multideformed basement below the Athabasca Basin; (ii) basement-hosted Sue C uranium deposit [35,104], which is interpreted as a brittle fault-fracture ± breccia system that developed along and overprinted ductile structures, including subvertical graphitic shear zones, that formed prior to the Athabasca Basin and in an area of strong rheological contrast between competent quartzite, weaker paragneiss and very soft graphitic paragneiss and (iii) the giant Cigar Lake uranium deposit [94,105], which is also controlled by early-formed, basement-hosted, ductile shear zones that recorded later brittle reactivation under far-field tectonic stress that, in combination with contemporaneous fluid infiltration and graphite precipitation, produced major changes in the petrophysical, mineralogical and chemical characteristics of the reactivated basement structures and their surrounding damage zones, in particular a significant increase in fracture porosity and rock weakness toward the central parts of these ductile-brittle structures.

While several detailed structural studies exist for unconformity-type uranium deposits in the Athabasca Basin (e.g., [35,98–100,104,106–108]), little such work has been published for the uranium deposits of the NW McArthur Basin. A structural study by Hein [34] of the Ranger deposit, where the uranium host rocks are interpreted to have been subjected to regional metamorphism (D1) and the development of a pervasive, bedding-parallel schistosity (S1), two, or more, phases of brittle-ductile deformation (D2-D3; correlated with the Top End Orogeny at 1870–1780 Ma) that resulted in the development of NNE-SSW- to NNW-SE- (F2) and WNW-ESE- to NW-SE- (F3) trending folds, a weakly defined axial planar cleavage (S3) and a network of thrusts and dextral reverse shears, and one phase of brittle deformation (D4) that resulted in the development of normal faults and fault breccias correlated with regional E-W-directed extension during deposition of the Paleo- to Mesoproterozoic clastic sequences. Hein’s [34] sequence of tectonic events suggests that the uranium mineralisation at Ranger formed during extension in D4 and after emplacement of the Oenpelli Dolerite at 1690 Ma, a timing that is broadly similar to age dates established for the Jabiluka and Nabarlek deposits. Clearly, additional structural studies, both at the deposit and regional scales, are required for a better understanding of the structural controls on uranium deposition in the NW McArthur Basin.

### 3.3. Archean Complexes

During regional tectonism, strain is commonly partitioned preferentially along zones of strong rheological contrast [109]. Such zones are typically marked by fault or shear zone systems, or provide the focal points for fault generation in previously undeformed rock volumes. In the Alligator Rivers Uranium Field, the rheological contrast between the adjacent highly competent Archean gneisses and the less competent to ductile Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary basement lithologies facilitated
the development and reactivation of deep-seated high strain zones. Crustal-scale structures would have existed already, having facilitated the emplacement of the Archean melts, but reactivation and propagation of these structures through the Proterozoic sequences, and preferentially along the edges of the Archean complexes likely controlled basin development and basin-fill geometry in the Pine Creek Orogen.

This is interpreted to have been a key factor in the genesis of all the major ARUF uranium deposits [110]. A similar association between uranium mineralisation and, in this case concealed, Archean gneiss domes is observed for several major deposits in the Eastern Athabasca Basin (e.g., Eagle Point, Collins Bay: [3]). Pilkington [111] demonstrated that airborne magnetic surveys and magnetic susceptibility measurements from basement-penetrating drill holes could be used to extend mapped basement geology from surficial outcrops on the margins, to areas below the Athabasca Basin. Card [86] and Thomas and McHardy [87] used this technology to identify first-order exploration targets in areas of high magnetic gradient at the boundaries between Archean gneiss domes and the Wollaston Supergroup. The close spatial relationship with uranium mineralisation makes the margins of these domal features an obvious focus for exploration. The Archean Nanambu Complex in the ARUF is clearly visible in magnetic data as a roughly 25 km $\times$ 50 km lobate zone of subdued response to the west and adjacent to the Ranger 1 and Jabiluka uranium deposits (Figure 5). Another elongated (roughly 120 km-long) north-oriented domain of relatively low and uniform magnetic response, further to the west and adjacent to a prominent marker horizon in the Cahill Formation [112,113], has been interpreted [114] to represent an undercover extension of the Archean Nanambu Complex. However, the identification of possible Archean complexes from magnetic data is hampered throughout much of the northern McArthur basin due to the ‘masking effect’ by lithologies with a high remanent magnetisation: extensive dolerite sills (up to 250 m-thick) and volcanic units within the basin-fill Kombolgie Sandstone act to suppress the magnetic signature of the crystalline basement over extensive areas.

The presence of Archean basement rocks had been reported in the Nabarlek and Caramal areas in the early 1960s [115], but subsequent workers interpreted the oldest rocks in that area to be Paleoproterozoic in age [116]. However, the presence of exposed Neoarchean basement close to the Nabarlek and Caramal deposits has subsequently been confirmed by mapping and geochronological analyses [117–120], significantly increasing the prospectivity in that area (Figure 5).

### 3.4. Fluid Reservoirs

At least three possible fluid reservoirs can be postulated. The first of these is an aquifer (or series of aquifers) within the clastic basins. The second is porous and permeable fault zones within the crystalline basement rocks and clastic basins. The third is suggested by several recent studies indicating an evaporitic origin for the brines involved in ore formation, that is, salt lakes at the surface of the basins [121,122]. The latter would negate the need for any evaporitic sequences with the intracratonic basin fill.

Presumably, the coarse clastic sediments of the Athabasca and McArthur Basins would have been relatively porous and permeable during at least the early stages of compaction and diagenesis. The effectiveness of the quartz-rich sediments as reservoirs for oxidised brines would have been enhanced by the overall absence of any phases that could have buffered their oxidation state (e.g., ferrous minerals such as chlorite or plant matter). The presence of Fe$^{3+}$-rich mafic volcanic rocks (e.g., Nungbalgarri Volcanics) may, however, have provided a localised redox buffer within the basin. Furthermore, dickite, kaolinite and illite would have buffered the pH of any interstitial brines at an acidic pH, conducive to metal transport as chloride complexes [56,123,124].
Figure 5. Geological interpretation overlaid on magnetic data—Alligator Rivers Uranium Field. An area of subdued magnetic response corresponds to the Archean Nanambu Complex, adjacent to the Ranger mine and Jabiluka uranium deposit. An elongated, N-S trending zone of similarly uniform low magnetic response further west is interpreted [114] as an undercover extension of the Nanambu Complex. Geochronological analysis has also confirmed the presence of Archean basement rocks in the vicinity of the Nabarlek and Caramal uranium deposits. Several conspicuous areas of the uniform negative magnetic response, bounded by high amplitude curvilinear anomalies in the eastern part of the image are attributed to subhorizontal sheets of Oenpelli Dolerite. The lozenge-shaped sills are surrounded by a disorderly array of high amplitude magnetic anomalies that are interpreted as partially preserved outcrops of dolerite. Numerous linear dykes with long strike-lengths are evident in the southeast and diagonally cross-cutting the image.

3.4. Fluid Reservoirs

At least three possible fluid reservoirs can be postulated. The first of these is an aquifer (or series of aquifers) within the clastic basins. The second is porous and permeable fault zones within the crystalline basement rocks and clastic basins. The third is suggested by several recent studies indicating an evaporitic origin for the brines involved in ore formation, that is, salt lakes at the surface of the basins [121,122]. The latter would negate the need for any evaporitic sequences with the intracratonic basin fill.

Presumably, the coarse clastic sediments of the Athabasca and McArthur Basins would have been relatively porous and permeable during at least the early stages of compaction and diagenesis. The effectiveness of the quartz-rich sediments as reservoirs for oxidised brines would have been enhanced by the overall absence of any phases that could have buffered their oxidation state (e.g., ferrous minerals such as chlorite or plant matter). The presence of Fe2+-rich mafic volcanic rocks (e.g.,...
basement-equilibrated fluids for transporting uranium was several orders of magnitude less than that of the oxidised brines circulating above the unconformity \[56,86,123\]. Basement-equilibrated fluids would also have been quartz-saturated and, thus, prone to deposit quartz after moving upwards into the deposits and cooling. Upwards movement of such basement-derived fluid (e.g., along faults) is thus the probable origin of silicification in some unconformity-type uranium deposits. Reduced basement-derived fluids may have been instrumental in forming some unconformity-type uranium deposits, not just because they had the potential to carry elevated uranium, but because they mixed with and reduced oxidised basin-derived brine \[36,37,39,96\].

Wilde \[64\] proposed that the inferred high salinity and high oxidation state of mineralising brines in the Alligator Rivers uranium field were derived through dissolution of Middle Proterozoic evaporites. More recently, Mercadier et al. \[122\] provided boron isotope evidence from syn-uranium tourmaline suggesting a similar origin for boron (and magnesium) in the Athabasca basin tourmalines. A reservoir of oxidised brine in a salt lake is a corollary of both studies.

### 3.5. Metal Sources

A wide range of possible sources of uranium and other metals has been proposed and discussed, summarised for the Athabasca Basin in Jefferson et al. \[3\]. Potential uranium sources can be grouped into three main categories.

In the first category are various metamorphic and igneous rocks of the basement, including possible syn-sedimentary preconcentrations in carbonaceous metasedimentary rocks (e.g., \[125,126\]) and magmatic enrichments in S-type granitoids \[65,127,128\]. Metal would have been leached directly from these rocks by the hydrothermal fluids involved in ore formation. Direct involvement of uranium-enriched magmatic fluids is implausible due to the absence of intrusions contemporaneous with uranium deposition \[44\]. Syn-sedimentary preconcentration in carbonaceous metasediments was discounted by Binns et al. \[44\] for the Jabiluka deposit owing to the absence of any evidence of uranium depletion in these rocks. More recently, Richard et al. \[58\] noted high metal contents in fluid inclusions from five Athabasca uranium deposits comparable with “those found in basin-hosted Pb-Zn deposits for which a basement metal source has frequently been invoked”. Nevertheless, the conclusion of this work was that the exact origin of the metals remains uncertain”. Pascal et al. \[66\] used mass balance calculations to document uranium depletion in the variably graphic pelitic schists within the crystalline basement complex below the Dufferin Lake Zone.

In the second category are various detrital and diageneric phases occurring within the basal sediments of the Athabasca and McArthur Basins \[129\].

The third source category is surface and near-surface evaporitic environments in which high uranium concentrations in hypersaline brines are achieved largely through evaporation. Isotopic evidence has been advanced in support of an evaporitic origin for the ore-forming brines \[121\] and evaporitic sediments of suitable age occur in both the Athabasca and McArthur basins.

### 3.6. Fluid Pathways and Flow Drivers

#### 3.6.1. Fluid Pathways

Fluid pathways were present at a range of scales and crustal depth levels and can be subdivided into structural and stratigraphic conduits.

Brittly reactivated crustal-scale ± graphitic shear/fault zones in the basement are considered 1st order structural controls on fluid flow, in particular ‘extended basement faults’ that transgress the basement and overlying basin fill (i.e., they breach the unconformity). Numerical modelling studies have provided insights into the critical role of such structures in controlling fluid flow patterns and the locations of uranium mineralisation \[95\].

Faults in basement rocks hosting uranium mineralisation are often marked by brecciation and cataclasis, typically with abundant graphite (including semi-graphite and other carbonaceous matter),
and marginal hydrothermal alteration. Alteration intensity drops off within a few metres of the principal carrier faults (e.g., Nabarlek: [29]). Adjacent to mineralised structures alteration is typically texture destructive, whereas metamorphic rock textures are preserved a few metres distant from the faults. This suggests strongly that the rocks around the faults were highly permeable, with permeability perhaps enhanced by quartz dissolution.

Other pathways probably included extensive and generally subhorizontal aquifers developed in oxidised red-bed sandstone and conglomerate within the overlying basins [130,131] and the altered zone immediately beneath the respective unconformities (so-called paleo-weathering profile: [55,64–66]).

Patrier et al. [79] observed that quartz overgrowths within sandstones of the Kombolgie subgroup sometimes developed to the extent where porosity was completely occluded and sandstones became orthoquartzites. The presence of continuous but relatively thin (<10 m) concordant silicified layers has been noted at Jabiluka and Koongarra [64] and elsewhere in the region [79]. Silicification probably resulted in the formation of aquicludes and may have restricted fluid flow to more restricted portions of the sandstone sequences.

3.6.2. Drivers of Fluid Flow

It is unlikely that provision of magmatic heat was significant in driving fluid flow, owing to the absence of significant intrusive activity at the time of uranium mineralisation in either the McArthur or Athabasca Basins. Intrusion of the voluminous Oenpelli Dolerite dykes, sills, laccoliths and lopoliths occurred throughout the ARUF at circa 1723 Ma, approximately coincident with deposition of the Kombolgie Subgroup [132]. Although the relative age of the Oenpelli Dolerite with respect to the Kombolgie Formation remains uncertain, there is scant evidence that the Dolerite intrudes the Kombolgie Subgroup and therefore probably predates it.

Given basin deposition in an intracratonic setting, elevated heat flow due to crustal thinning is possible, indeed elevated heat flow alone may have driven hydrothermal cells within the basinal rocks. Thermally-driven free convection has been modelled for the Athabasca and basal McArthur basins by Raffensberger and Garven [130,131] and Cui et al. [96] and for the Mount Isa area (as an example of extension-related basinal deposits in general) by Oliver et al. [133]. These studies assumed a modest geothermal gradient of between 25 and 35 °C/km under conditions of tectonic quiescence.

The models suggest that thermal convection may develop in a thick sandstone sequence given Oliver et al. [133] recognised that convective cells were unlikely to penetrate into the relatively impermeable basement rocks, until compaction and diagenesis had substantially reduced the permeability of the basin rocks. None of the authors considered the possible effect of aquitard units, which must surely have led to compartmentalisation of the basinal rocks and thereby exerted a control on the size of convective cells and their ability to sweep large thicknesses of sandstone. Seismic studies carried out in the eastern Athabasca Basin do not support the assertion that crustal thinning was the main driver of fluid flow [32,102,103].

Radiogenic heating as a means of initiating fluid flow was proposed by Binns et al. [44] for the Jabiluka deposit (ARUF). These authors proposed that elevated levels of radiogenic elements in post-tectonic granitoid intrusions (1800 Ma) of the region generated “broad circulatory fluid systems” citing modelling carried out by Fehn et al. [134]. A similar assertion was made by Schaubbs et al. [135] for the Eastern Athabasca Basin, with radiogenic heating of the crystalline basement rocks taking place beneath an overlying thermal blanket of sedimentary basin-fill. This model would also provide a source of uranium, but fails to explain the oxidised and hypersaline nature of the hydrothermal fluids and massive desilicification associated with ore. The latter feature is strongly indicative of quartz-undersaturated fluids that are most unlikely to have developed in association with granitoid rocks and the metasedimentary rocks that they intrude.

Since faults are clearly an important and ubiquitous aspect of unconformity-type deposits, deformation-induced fluid flow was modelled by Cui et al. [96] assuming a 7 km-thick sedimentary basin, plus a hydrostatic pressure regime, a temperature gradient of 30 °C/km and permeable and porous
fault zones transgressing the unconformity. During extension it was found that basinal fluids were able to move downwards into the basement rocks along faults, due to the development of underpressure in fault zones below the unconformity. Similar conclusions were drawn by Oliver et al. \[133\]. Conversely, the models predicted that during compression basement-equilibrated fluids moved upwards, an observation supported by Schaub's et al. \[136\] with numerical modelling in the Eastern Athabasca Basin. Modelling also demonstrated that convection is disrupted or even suppressed completely during deformation. Two-dimensional and 3D numerical modelling by Eldursi et al. \[95\] of fluid flow patterns associated with multiple basement faults in a lithologically diverse setting (representing the Cigar Lake uranium deposit: Figure 3) indicated that basement faults can facilitate both ingress and egress flow and at the same time, a scenario that permits basinal fluids to flow down into the basement and basement fluids to rise up into the sandstone. In such a model, it would be possible for basement- and the sandstone-hosted uranium mineralisation to form in the same area. This assertion is supported by U-Pb isotopic studies at the sandstone-hosted (U/C) Phoenix and nearby basement-hosted Gryphon uranium deposits \[136\].

The possible role of topography in driving fluid flow is difficult to assess given a dearth of evidence on the nature of the topography during ore formation. Change in topography is a necessary function of compression or extension and is inherent in modelling by Cui et al. \[96\]. These authors do not regard change in topography in their models to be a significant contributor to the predicted fluid flow regimes.

Thus, we conclude that the most likely driver of fluid flow that led to the formation of unconformity-type uranium deposits is the initiation of permeable faults during intracratonic basin evolution.

### 3.7. Metal and Ligand Transport and Deposition

Evidence, principally from various fluid inclusion studies points towards oxidised Na- and Ca-rich brines as the ore-forming fluids \[57,78,85,86,137,138\]. Under modest temperature and pressure and acidic pH, oxidised brines are capable of transporting large quantities of uranium as chloride complexes \[86,123,124\]. Such brines could also carry substantial volumes of copper, gold and PGE leached from the voluminous intracratonic basin fill. While traces of copper are not uncommon in unconformity-type uranium deposits, gold is sometimes present in economic amounts as at the Jabiluka and Cluff Lake deposits (Table 1). Anomalous levels of PGE are not uncommon \[56\] with ore grade levels reported from the Coronation Hill deposit \[26\]. Polymetallic deposit end-members characterised by anomalous concentrations of sulphide and arsenide minerals (Ni, Co, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mo ± Au, Ag, Se and PGE) have also been reported from the Athabasca Basin where such deposits are typically hosted by sandstone and conglomerate and within 25–50 m of the basement unconformity (e.g., Cigar Lake) \[1\].

The majority of unconformity-type uranium deposits are hosted either directly within graphitic rocks or are proximal to graphitic/carbonaceous rocks. Indeed, detection of the graphitic units (which are anomalously conductive) has been a central plank of exploration strategy for many companies. The association of uranium with graphitic rocks led to the proposition that direct reduction of oxidised brines resulted in uranium deposition (e.g., \[56,123,124\]). Ferrous iron-rich units such as amphibolite may also have acted as a direct reductant, as for example at Nabarlek \[29,124\]. Indeed, several relatively recent discoveries have been made in rocks lacking appreciable graphite (e.g., Eagle Point where Yeo and Potter \[139\] interpreted Fe$^{2+}$ to have been the likely reductant).

It has also been suggested that reduction was affected by a mobile CH$_4$-rich gas phase derived from fluid interaction with graphite \[29,37−39,56\]. Such a model could explain why uranium was precipitated within the sandstones of the basin sequences, which generally lack phases capable of buffering oxidation state. Dargent et al. \[140\] proposed that the reductant could have been hydrogen gas rather than methane. Pascal et al. \[66\] demonstrated that the destruction of graphite and sulphides could generate enough methane (and H$_2$S) to cause significant uranium deposition.
4. Prospectivity Mapping

4.1. Background

Methods of mineral potential modelling can be broadly divided into two types. Data-driven (empirical) approaches rely on the existence of training data to quantify spatial associations between known mineral occurrences and different geological features [12,13,141–144]. Conversely, knowledge-driven (conceptual) approaches use an expert opinion to subjectively assign values based on the perceived importance of a particular geological feature in the mineral system [145,146]. Knowledge-driven approaches for uranium exploration (e.g., fuzzy logic MPA) are based entirely on conceptual uranium targeting models and can be performed without the need for a training set of known mineral deposits/occurrences.

The general approach used in MPM is that weights are assigned either on the basis of statistical measures or cognitively to features represented in a set of predictor maps. A variety of integrating functions can then be used to combine the rasterised evidential layers in order to arrive at a measure of prospectivity for each unit area (i.e., as represented by a pixel). A key consideration is that all rasterised predictor maps are constructed in such a way that their pixels are the same size and aligned so that mathematical operations can be performed between predictors on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Figure 6).

![Figure 6. Combining evidential layers with raster maths. Weights assigned to predictor map features are converted into pixel values during rasterisation. A variety of integrating functions can then be used to combine the rasterised evidential layers. This commonly involves performing mathematical operations between geographically aligned pixels, resulting in a numerical grid of values that represent relative prospectivity.](image)

The resulting favourability maps can be used as a measure of the relative prospectivity of various land packages in an area of interest. Previous work and successful application of the technique over a wide range of scales and targeting a variety of mineral systems (e.g., [15,147]), has shown that prospectivity modelling provides a sound basis for ground acquisition, and financial and tenement management decision-making. Hybrid approaches [148,149] incorporate aspects of both methods.

A statistically guided, knowledge-driven approach was used in this study. Fuzzy weights (see Section 4.6 below) assigned to predictor maps and their features were influenced by both statistical evidence (i.e., weights of evidence—Section 4.5.1) and the opinions of a group of ‘expert’ geologists familiar with the mineralising model. The approach involves the following steps:

- Build an inventory of all relevant GIS data in order to assess their suitability for MPM.
- Construct suitable predictor maps (inputs) applicable to the mineralisation models under consideration.
- Test spatial relationship of features to known deposits using weights of evidence.
- Apply appropriate fuzzy weights to predictor maps and their features, based on lessons learnt from statistical assessments, and their perceived importance in the ore genesis model.
- Rasterise predictor maps using the fuzzy weights as the pixel values.
• Combine weighted predictor maps with the fuzzy logic inference network.

4.2. Compilation and Assessment of Available Spatial Data

A thorough audit of all publically available spatial data for the NW McArthur Basin and Northern Saskatchewan was undertaken in order to compile a suite of data, which could be turned into proxies for components of the mineralisation genetic models. The Canadian project area was confined to Saskatchewan due to the availability of high quality, uniform data sets from which suitable predictor maps could be generated. Both studies benefited from an abundance of precompetitive multidisciplinary datasets, freely available from the various national and state/province geoscientific authorities (i.e., Geoscience Australia, Geological Survey of Canada, Northern Territory Geological Survey and Saskatchewan Geological Survey).

Datasets used in the NW McArthur Basin study included solid geology (1:500,000 scale), surface geology (1:1 million scale), faults (1:500,000 scale) and gravity/magnetics geophysical data. For the Athabasca Basin, useable datasets included solid interpreted geology (1:250,000 scale), faults (1:250,000 scale), air and ground electromagnetic (EM) conductors, magnetic interpretations of Precambrian domains, structural interpretation from the Extech IV Geoscience Database [150] and gravity/magnetics geophysical data. Source data are listed for the NW McArthur Basin and Athabasca Basin studies in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Additional datasets showing the location of uranium deposits and occurrences were not used as inputs for predictive modelling but were used to assess the validity of the output.

Table 2. Source data and predictors for the NW McArthur Basin MPM. The listed data are available from the Northern Territory Geological Survey’s ‘Geoscience Exploration and Mining Information System (GEMIS)’, Geoscience Australia’s online Product Catalogue or the Geophysical Archive Data Delivery System (GADDS) on the Australian Government’s Geoscience Portal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Data</th>
<th>Derived Predictor Maps</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solid Geology Interp.</strong> 1:500,000 scale [114]; Surface Geology of Australia 1:1 million scale [151]</td>
<td>Simplified lithology</td>
<td>Modified and reduced to 13 generalised classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simplified stratigraphy</td>
<td>Stratigraphic data grouped by Eon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Archean buffered</td>
<td>Mapped Archean complexes buffered at 5000 m intervals to 50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unconformity buffered</td>
<td>Current unconformity surface trace buffered at 5000 m interval to 50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faults 1:500,000 scale [114]</strong></td>
<td>Faults WNW buffered</td>
<td>Faults separated into six orientation classes and buffered at 500 m intervals to 5 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NW buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NNE buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NE buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults ENE buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metamorphic/Igneous regions</strong> 1:500,000 scale [152]</td>
<td>Metamorphic regions</td>
<td>Nine classes of metamorphic region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pine Creek isostatic residual (IR) gravity edges 1600</strong> (Fathom Geophysics Australia—Derived from: [153])</td>
<td>Gravity 1600 WNW buffered</td>
<td>The ‘1600’ filter isolates short wavelength lateral variations in gravity data which may represent structure concealed below cover. Data were split into six orientation classes and buffered at 500 m intervals to 5 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NW buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NNW buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NNE buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NE buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 ENE buffered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pine Creek isostatic residual (IR) gravity edges 6400</strong> (Fathom Geophysics Australia—Derived from: [153])</td>
<td>Gravity 6400 buffered</td>
<td>The ‘6400’ filter isolates longer wavelength variations in gravity data. They are used here as proxies for ‘deep’ structural development zones—buffered at 1000 m intervals to 10 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pine Creek Magnetics edges 1600</strong> (Fathom Geophysics Australia—Derived from: [154])</td>
<td>Magnetics 1600 edge density</td>
<td>Line density function with a 10 km search radius used on proprietary ‘1600’ edge detection data. Proxy for basement lithological complexity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Source data and predictors for the Athabasca Basin MPM. The data listed above are available from the ‘Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan’ or Natural Resources Canada’s ‘Canadian Airborne Geophysical Data Base’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Data</th>
<th>Derived Predictor Maps</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid Geology 1:250,000 scale</td>
<td>Solid geology</td>
<td>Solid geology data reduced to 9 generalised classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductors—air [156]</td>
<td>Conductors (air)</td>
<td>Air electromagnetic conductors buffered to 50 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductors—ground [157]</td>
<td>Conductors (ground)</td>
<td>Ground electromagnetic conductors buffered to 50 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults 1:250,000 scale</td>
<td>Faults WNW buffered Faults NW buffered Faults NNW buffered Faults NE buffered Faults ENE buffered</td>
<td>Faults separated into six orientation classes and buffered at 200 m intervals to 2 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extech IV Faults [150]</td>
<td>Extech IV faults</td>
<td>Buffered at 2000 m intervals to 20 km. Used to represent large-scale, through-going basement structural development zones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada 2 km isostatic residual (IR) gravity edges 1600 Fathom Geophysics Australia—derived from: [160]</td>
<td>Gravity 1600 WNW buffered Gravity 1600 NW buffered Gravity 1600 NNW buffered Gravity 1600 NNE buffered Gravity 1600 NE buffered Gravity 1600 ENE buffered</td>
<td>The ‘1600’ filter isolates short wavelength lateral variations in gravity data, which may represent structure concealed below cover—Data split into six orientation classes and buffered at 500 m intervals to 5 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada 2 km isostatic residual (IR) gravity edges 6400 Fathom Geophysics Australia—Derived from: [160]</td>
<td>Gravity 6400 WNW buffered Gravity 6400 NW buffered Gravity 6400 NNW buffered Gravity 6400 NNE buffered Gravity 6400 NE buffered Gravity 6400 ENE buffered</td>
<td>The ‘6400’ filter isolates longer wavelength variations in gravity data. They are used here as proxies for ‘deep’ structural development zones—split into six orientation classes and buffered at 1000 m intervals to 10 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athabasca Basin 100 m Magnetics edges 1600 Fathom Geophysics Australia—Derived from: [161]</td>
<td>Magnetics 1600 edge density</td>
<td>Line density function with a 10 km search radius used on proprietary ‘1600’ edge detection data. Proxy for basement lithological complexity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wherever possible, the aim was to include only data that provide uniform and complete coverage of each study area. The geophysical datasets (gravity and magnetics) prepared by Geoscience Australia and the Geological Survey of Canada are levelled compilations of numerous geophysical surveys conducted over several decades. As such, the wide range of equipment used during acquisition of the original data and variations in survey parameters such as flight line spacing, result in significant spatial variations in the quality of the nation-wide compilations. The compilations represent the best available data at the scale of these studies but their inherently inhomogeneous character needs to be kept in mind when interpreting results. Geophysical grids were treated with a suite of proprietary ‘linear detection’ routines developed by Fathom Geophysics Australia. The rationale and methodology are described below.

4.3. Geophysical Linears from Potential Field Data

Since the early days of geophysical data collection, geoscientists have looked for patterns in the data and attempted to highlight important boundaries and trends, reducing the data from a representation of a continuous field into a series of polygons and lines. These so called ‘geophysical linear’ may approximate the location of a fault, if the linear is tracing a strong gradient (i.e., an edge), or the central axis of a unit, if the linear is tracing a ridge or valley line in the data. The mapping of such linear can be useful in exploration because mineral deposits are often located along geophysical linear or at the intersections of such features; for reasons which can be explained both geophysically and geologically.

Interpreters have found different ways to extract linear from geophysical data through the decades. A common approach prior to advances in computing capabilities and data processing power was to
filter the data first to highlight the features of interest and then manually draw lines along strong gradients (edges) and trace patterns of elevated or depressed responses (form-lines). A drawback of this manual approach was the inherent subjectivity in the process. Automated approaches became available in the 1990s but the outputs from these routines (sometimes a busy dot map) were commonly ambiguous and difficult to incorporate into the exploration workflow.

Fathom Geophysics developed a series of routines to convert geophysical data into products that could be readily integrated into the exploration process. The goal in developing this technology was to move towards automated interpretation of magnetic and gravity data mimicking a human approach to image interpretation whilst honouring the physics of the field without any of the subjectivity introduced by human bias. Being able to map pertinent boundaries in data under cover was particularly important. The focus of the tools is objective, reproducible data analysis that generates products that are readily used, interrogated and integrated into the exploration workflow. A discussion of the methodologies can be found in Debeglia et al. [162].

Most mineral deposits exhibit some degree of structural control. Hence, accurate mapping of structural architecture is a critical aspect of any interpretation or targeting exercise. The Fathom structure detection filter is a phase congruency algorithm based on oriented exponential filters [163]. The results obtained are a measure of asymmetry regardless of amplitude, which means that structures in areas of low contrast are highlighted just as well as those in areas of high contrast, as long as the frequency range of the structures being extracted is present (where frequency correlates with scale, and to a large degree with depth). This is important for areas where structures separate lithological units exhibiting similar magnetic properties and where the magnetic responses are very subtle.

Structures occur at various scales across all terranes (essentially, they are fractal in nature [164,165]). Honouring this condition, the structure detection method used herein is ‘multi-scale’ by design. Only structures that give a response at more than one scale (wavelength) are captured in this method with ‘mono-scale’ features discarded. This scale requirement is important in that it eliminates noise caused by minor edges that are present over a narrow frequency range only. Additionally, linear can be classified and extracted on the basis of scale. This is useful for distinguishing between features that may represent fundamental, first-order crustal-scale faults (potential pathways for mineralised fluids but not necessarily mineralised themselves), and those representing second or third order faults, which are more likely to be mineralised in the presence of a fertile mineral system (e.g., [166,167]). These outputs are invaluable in geological interpretation, mineral potential modelling and exploration targeting.

The linear detection algorithms can also be used to extract structures of any specific orientation or orientation range. This is useful where structures of a particular orientation are considered important in the targeting model under consideration. This objective assessment of geophysical data may also be used to determine the dominant structural orientation for a particular belt. For example, a map of belt-parallel structures not only provides powerful insights into the architecture of a geological terrane but also highlights subtle changes in orientation of such structures, commonly marking fold hinges, kink zones, fault bends or other significant structural features. Cross belt structures can also be extracted, thereby adding additional detail to these geophysically derived ‘structure maps’.

The linear ‘edges’ derived from gravity data represent the location of significant lateral changes in density. These commonly represent either the trace of a fault with vertical displacement or the boundary between two units with different rock densities [162]. For this study, the gravity filter was run at two different frequencies. The first uses a relatively short minimum wavelength of 1600 m to detect ‘shallow’ subsurface features. The second uses a minimum wavelength of 6400 m to detect low frequency features, which commonly represent deep, crustal-scale structural development zones (Figure 7). Gravity edges with specific orientations according to the mineralising model were extracted and utilised for each of the project areas. Magnetic data for both areas were treated with an edge detection filter with a minimum wavelength of 1600 m to detect relatively shallow features.
Geophysical edges resulting from significant lateral variations in the physical properties of the subsurface may occur in different geological situations, commonly due to the presence of a fault or a lithological contact. However, mapped geological boundaries between adjacent lithological units that are differentiated on the basis of visual properties alone do not necessarily exhibit a coincident change in density or magnetic susceptibility. Shallow-dipping contacts or faults within homogeneous rock packages are also less likely to be detected by the routines.

Importantly, results from the structure detection routine can only be as good as the input data. The presence of merging ‘busts’ or artefacts in the input geophysical data may result in false anomalies, which must be manually flagged as spurious. Running the linear detection routines on a well levelled and merged magnetic or gravity dataset produces a set of responses, which can confidently be attributed to genuine subsurface features.

4.4. Creating Proxies for Mappable Criteria

A mineral systems approach [7–11] was used to construct the mineral potential models for unconformity-related uranium in the NW McArthur and Athabasca Basins. Consideration was given to ‘Source’, ‘Transport’ and ‘Trap’ components of the system. However, since the ubiquitous basin-fill sediments of the Athabasca and NW McArthur Basins are themselves considered the most likely metal source (see discussion above), a potential supply of uranium metal was available at every point in both study areas at the time of uranium deposition (i.e., the prospectivity in terms of ‘Source’ can everywhere be assigned a value of ‘1’).

The models are consequently simplified to include only components of the ‘Transport’ and ‘Trap’ paradigms. ‘Transport’ components are represented by proxies for deeply rooted, basement-penetrating shear zones with potential to act as conduits for circulating basement brines. ‘Trap’ components include upper-crustal structures, reductants, zones of elevated structural complexity and strong chemical contrast in the basement and at the unconformity.

The spatial datasets identified in the preceding sections were used to generate a series of predictor maps that could be fed into the models. The approach used herein is to construct each predictor in...
such a way that it acts as a proxy for a single component of the genetic mineralising model. Multi-class datasets (e.g., geology) were simplified and subdivided where necessary. Linear features (e.g., faults and geophysical edges) were subdivided into orientation classes. Multi-ring buffers were constructed around features (e.g., faults, Archean complexes, etc.) where the effect of proximity was considered important. The size of the buffers used in each case reflect the opinions of the team of ‘experts’ and vary according to the particular feature’s inferred zone of influence in the conceptual ore deposit model.

4.4.1. NW McArthur Basin

The solid geology interpretation of Lally and Doyle [114] was modified to include updated geochronological information from the Surface Geology of Australia [151]. The 165 classes (i.e., named lithological units) of the original interpretation were reduced to 13 generalised classes for the ‘Simplified lithology’ and three for the ‘Simplified stratigraphy’ predictor maps. Multi-ring buffers were constructed around identified Archean complexes to create the ‘Archean buffered’ predictor. Each concentric buffer can be treated (weighted) independently in the model, allowing arguments about the importance of proximity to Archean complexes to be included. Mapped faults [114] were separated into six orientation classes before multi-ring buffers were constructed around these features. This allows the model to favour one set of structural orientations over another where a genetic link to uranium mineralisation is inferred. The current trace of the exposed unconformity was buffered only on the eroded side (i.e., where the basin-filling Redbank Package has been eroded) to create the ‘Unconformity buffered’ layer. The assumption used here is that, within the area of outcropping basement, the closer a point is on a two dimensional map to the current unconformity trace, the higher the confidence that the point was proximal to the unconformity in the third dimension prior to erosion. Areas where the unconformity is concealed beneath basin-fill sediments (labelled ‘above unconformity’ and coloured dark red in Figure 8o) are treated separately in the predictor map. The metamorphic and igneous interpretation [152] was used to define the nine classes of the ‘Metamorphic regions’ predictor.

Gravity data [153] were treated with the edge-detection routines described above. As with the faults data, vectorised gravity edges with a 1600 m filter were separated into six orientation classes and buffered. A 6400 m filter was used on the same gravity data to isolate longer wavelength features. These were buffered and combined into a single predictor, which was used as a proxy for deep crustal structures, which may have acted as conduits for deeply circulating mineral-bearing brines.

The edge-detection routines with a 1600 m filter were used on magnetic data [154] to detect relatively shallow features. A line density function with a 10 km search radius was then used to create the ‘Magnetics 1600 edge density’ predictor. This layer is intended to delineate areas of elevated basement structural/lithological complexity (i.e., ‘busy’ zones where many linear converge).

Predictors constructed for the NW McArthur Basin study are listed along with their source data in Table 2, and displayed in Figure 8. The outline of the NW McArthur Basin study area is shown in Figure 2.
Predictors constructed for the NW McArthur Basin study are listed along with their source data in Table 2, and displayed in Figure 8. The outline of the NW McArthur Basin study area is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 8. NW McArthur Basin predictors viewed looking north: (a) Simplified lithology, (b) simplified stratigraphy, (c) metamorphic regions, (d) Archean buffered, (e) gravity edges 6400 buffered, (f) faults WNW buffered, (g) faults NW buffered, (h) faults NNW buffered, (i) faults NNE buffered, (j) faults NE buffered, (k) faults ENE buffered, (l) gravity edges 1600 NNE buffered, (m) gravity edges 1600 NE buffered, (n) magnetic 1600 edge density and (o) unconformity buffered.
4.4.2. Athabasca Basin

The 1:250,000-scale solid geology [155] was clipped to the Athabasca Basin boundary and simplified to include nine generalised classes for the solid geology predictor. Buffers of 50 m were constructed around air and ground EM conductors [156,157] to create the ‘Conductors (air)’ and ‘Conductors (ground)’ predictors. As with the McArthur basin study, faults from the solid geology dataset [158] were separated into six orientation classes before multi-ring buffers were constructed around these features. The magnetic domains dataset [159] classifies and extends (where possible) the aeromagnetic response from older rocks that flank the basin to the areas beneath the Athabasca group. Other regions of like magnetic intensity and/or structural texture are similarly classified, completing the coverage, providing vital information about the nature of the basement below the Athabasca Basin. This dataset was clipped to the study area boundary to create the ‘Magnetic domains’ predictor, which is used as a proxy for basement geology. Basement faults from the Extech IV database [150] were used to represent large-scale, through-going structural development zones. The wide (10 × 2000 m) buffers constructed around these features to create the ‘Extech IV faults’ predictor reflect their large area of influence and potential to act as primary conduits for deeply-circulating mineral-bearing basement brines.

Gravity [160] and magnetics [161] data were treated in a similar way to that described above for the NW McArthur Basin study. Vectorised outputs from edge-detection routines with 1600 m and 6400 m filters were separated into six orientation classes before multi-ring buffers were constructed around each feature. These were used in the model as proxies for concealed shallow and deeper-penetrating potential fluid conduits respectively. The 100 m Athabasca Basin magnetic intensity data were treated with edge-detection routines and a 1600 m filter. As before, areas of high lithological/structural complexity were delineated using a line density function with a 10 km search radius on the vectorised result to create the ‘Magnetics 1600 edge density’ predictor.

Predictor maps constructed for the Athabasca Basin study are listed along with their source data in Table 3, and displayed in Figure 9. The outline of the Athabasca Basin MPM study area is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 9. Cont.
Figure 9. Athabasca Basin predictors: (a) solid geology, (b) magnetic domains, (c) gravity edges 6400 WNW buffered, (d) gravity edges 6400 NW buffered, (e) gravity edges 6400 NNW buffered, (f) gravity edges 6400 NNE buffered, (g) gravity edges 6400 NE buffered, (h) gravity edges 6400 ENE buffered, (i) magnetics 1600 edge density, (j) conductors—air, (k) conductors—ground, (l) Extech IV faults, (m) faults WNW buffered, (n) faults NW buffered, (o) faults NNW buffered, (p) faults NNE buffered, (q) faults NE buffered, (r) faults ENE buffered, (s) gravity edges 1600 WNW buffered, (t) gravity edges 1600 NW buffered, (u) gravity edges 1600 NE buffered, (v) gravity edges 1600 NNE buffered and (w) gravity edges 1600 ENE buffered.
4.5. Establishing Spatial Relationships between Uranium Mineralisation and Proxies

4.5.1. Weights of Evidence

The principal behind the weights of evidence (WofE) approach [141,142,168] to mineral potential mapping is that the odds of finding a deposit within a particular area of interest are modified by the presence or absence of various geological features within that area, and that the level of influence of each geological feature can be quantified. The methodology involves several steps. First, the study area is divided into unit cells and the probability of finding a deposit in any one of those cells in the absence of any further geologic information is calculated. ‘Prior Probability’ is expressed via the following equation:

\[ P\{D\} = \frac{N\{D\}}{N\{T\}} \]  

(1)

The prior probability \((P\{D\})\) is simply the number of cells that contain deposits \((N\{D\})\) divided by the total number of cells \((N\{T\})\).

The next step is to calculate how the odds of finding a deposit are modified due to the combined effects of geological features in each cell. Bayes’ Theorem is used in a log-linear form to quantify spatial associations between geological features (i.e., evidence) and known mineral deposits/occurrences. The degree of spatial association for each feature is calculated and expressed in terms of positive and negative weights of evidence for that feature.

Positive weight of evidence:

\[ W_A^+ = \ln \frac{P\{A|D\}}{P\{A|\overline{D}\}} \]  

(2)

where \(P\{A|D\}\) is the probability of a cell containing feature \(A\), given the presence of a deposit and \(P\{A|\overline{D}\}\) is the probability that a cell contains feature \(A\), given the absence of a deposit.

Negative weight of evidence:

\[ W_A^- = \ln \frac{P\{\overline{A}|D\}}{P\{\overline{A}|\overline{D}\}} \]  

(3)

where \(P\{\overline{A}|D\}\) is the probability of a cell not containing feature \(A\), given the presence of a deposit and \(P\{\overline{A}|\overline{D}\}\) is the probability that a cell does not contain feature \(A\), given the absence of a deposit.

Positive weights of evidence reflect an increase in the odds of finding a deposit in the presence of a particular geological feature; negative values indicate that the presence of the feature decreases the odds of finding a deposit. The difference between these values (the ‘contrast’) signifies a net positive or net negative spatial association.

\[ Contrast = (W_A^+) - (W_A^-) \]  

(4)

The ‘posterior probability’ is the prior probability modified by the cumulative influence of all geological features at a particular geographical location:

\[ P\{D|A_1,\ldots,A_k\} = \frac{P\{D\}.P\{A_1,\ldots,A_k|D\}}{P\{A_1,\ldots,A_k\}} = \frac{P\{D\}.P\{A_1,\ldots,A_k|D\}}{P\{D\}.P\{A_1,\ldots,A_k|D\} + P\{\overline{D}\}.P\{A_1,\ldots,A_k|\overline{D}\}} \]  

(5)

The posterior probability for each cell is the probability of that cell containing a deposit, given the presence of a set of geological features and provides an estimate of the prospectivity at that site.

Weighted binary evidential layers are created for any features demonstrating a statistically valid spatial association with the distribution of known mineral deposits/occurrences. These are rasterised and combined in the final stage of the WofE analysis to create a grid of ‘posterior probability’ values. The resulting posterior probability map is interpreted to reflect the statistical likelihood of a mineral deposit occurring within any unit cell (or pixel). Comprehensive summaries of the theory and details
of the weights of evidence methodology and its application to mineral exploration can be found in Bonham-Carter et al. [141], Agterberg et al. [168], Bonham-Carter [142] and Porwal et al. [169].

A prerequisite for a meaningful weights of evidence analysis is that (1) the training population (i.e., the number of known deposits) in an area under investigation is comparatively large relative to the number of undiscovered deposits, or at least the assumption must be made that the known deposits are genetically typical and therefore representative of all deposits in the area under investigation, (2) the area is characterised by a high data density and (3) the targeted mineralisation style is analogous to that of the training population. A final important prerequisite is that the evidential layers are not conditionally dependent [170]. Conditional dependence exists in cases where (1) the features in the predictor represent the same recognition criterion (e.g., the same structures may be represented in both the mapped fault data and in the outputs from the geophysical edge-detection routines), (2) there is a genetic link between the recognition criteria (e.g., breccia zones are linked to the presence of major structures) or (3) the predictors may be derived from the same raw data (e.g., outputs from edge-detection routines run with different wavelength filters), all conditional on the locations of deposits.

In reality, the assumption of conditional independence is commonly violated to some degree when producing a mineral potential map. The mineral deposits and geologic features of a particular area were commonly formed and modified by the same processes over geologic time so there is nearly always some level of conditional dependency between geological features with respect to the location of mineral deposits. The aim is generally to minimise the degree of violation through careful choice and design of predictors, and by limiting the number of evidential layers used in the analysis.

The cumulative effect of combining multiple conditionally dependent predictors can lead to over-representation of those features in the output from WofE as the individually calculated level of influence of each feature is added to the prior probability in the final stage of the analysis. The accumulated weights of multiple representations of the same features can therefore result in a biased analysis, which is skewed towards those features.

Weights of evidence analysis was considered generally inappropriate and unsuitable for both the NW McArthur Basin and Athabasca Basin studies due to the relatively low number of deposits compared to the size of each area and high levels of conditional dependence between many of the evidential layers (e.g., multiple predictors derived from the same geophysical data; predictors representing conductors derived from both air and ground surveys; multiple representations of faults, geophysical edges, etc.). However, the first stage of the WofE analysis proved useful for testing the degree of spatial association between known uranium deposits and individual features, and particularly for providing a first-pass, regional-scale statistical analysis of the relative importance of various structural orientation classes. The statistically-derived levels of influence provided important clues regarding the features’ spatial (and possible genetic) association with uranium mineralisation and was used to inform the experts’ decisions when it came to manually assigning weights to features and maps for the fuzzy logic analysis (see later). The WofE analysis was carried out using the Spatial Data Modeller tools in ArcGIS 10.2.1. (ArcSDM; [171]). The ArcSDM add-on for ArcGIS is now maintained by the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK) as part of their Mineral Prospectivity Modeller project.

Summaries of significant calculated weights are presented in Table 4 for the NW McArthur Basin, and Table 5 for the Athabasca Basin.
Table 4. Calculated weights of evidence for the NW McArthur Basin study. Uranium occurrences as the training set. For multi-class predictors, only features that returned significant contrasts are shown. Where multi-ring buffers have been used around features, the buffer with the highest contrast is shown. \( W^+ \) = positive weight of evidence, \( W^- \) = negative weight of evidence. The contrast is the difference between the positive and negative weights. A positive or negative contrast signifies a net positive or net negative spatial association respectively. Higher contrast values are highlighted by warmer (orange to red) shading and negative contrast values are highlighted by cooler colours (blues). The student value is an approximate ‘Student \( t \) test’, and provides a measure of the statistical validity of the contrast. A student value of ‘2’ equates to a 98% confidence level in the calculated contrast; a student value of ‘1’ equates to an 85% confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Map</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>( W^+ )</th>
<th>( W^- )</th>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Student Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplified lithology</td>
<td>Carbonaceous sediments</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>12.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Felsic volcanics</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gneiss</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haematitic breccia</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schist</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified stratigraphy</td>
<td>Archean</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proterozoic</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metamorphic regions</td>
<td>Amphibolite facies</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granulite facies</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower greenschist facies</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub greenschist facies</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unmetamorphosed cover</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>-10.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper greenschist facies</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Archean buffered</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proterozoic</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amphibolite facies</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granulite facies</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower greenschist facies</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub greenschist facies</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unmetamorphosed cover</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>-10.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper greenschist facies</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 6400 buffered</td>
<td>20 km</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-4.01</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults WNW buffered</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NW buffered</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NNW buffered</td>
<td>2 km</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NNE buffered</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NE buffered</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults ENE buffered</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NNE buffered</td>
<td>9 km</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NE buffered</td>
<td>6 km</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnetics 1600 edge density</td>
<td>0.21–0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24–0.3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3 +</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positive contrast values are indicative of geological features that have a net positive effect on the distribution of uranium mineralisation. Higher contrasts (highlighted by warmer (orange to red) shading in the weights tables) suggest a greater effect. Significant negative contrast values (i.e., \(<-0.75\)) are interpreted as being indicative of those geological characteristics that have a negative effect on the distribution of mineral deposits (i.e., features that should be avoided in exploration targeting). All at the confidence level indicated by the student value.

For multi-class features (e.g., geology, magnetic domains, metamorphic regions, etc.), only features that returned significant contrasts are shown. These features are listed in the ‘Criterion’ field. Multi-ring buffers are treated in a ‘cumulative ascending’ manner. The statistical calculation of weights is done in such a way that larger buffer zones include the smaller ones. This makes it possible to determine at which distance from the object the spatial association with known occurrences stops increasing at starts to decrease. This critical distance is listed as the ‘Criterion’ in the weights tables.
Table 5. Calculated weights of evidence for the Athabasca Basin study, using uranium occurrences as the training set. For multi-class predictors, only features that returned significant contrasts are shown. Where multi-ring buffers have been used around features, the buffer with the highest contrast is shown. $W^+ =$ positive weight of evidence, $W^- =$ negative weight of evidence. The contrast is the difference between the positive and negative weights. A positive or negative contrast signifies a net positive or net negative spatial association respectively. Higher contrast values are highlighted by warmer coloured (orange to red) shading and negative contrast values are highlighted by cooler colours (blues). The student value is an approximate ‘Student $t$ test’, and provides a measure of the statistical validity of the contrast. A student value of ‘2’ equates to a 98% confidence level in the calculated contrast; a student value of ‘1’ equates to an 85% confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Map</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>W+</th>
<th>W−</th>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Student Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid geology</td>
<td>Athabasca quartzarenite</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>−1.64</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carswell gneiss</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic domains</td>
<td>Carswell structure</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>14.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mudjatik—undifferentiated</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shear zone</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tantato—low mag</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wollaston—high mag</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wollaston—low mag</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>12.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 6400 WNW buffered</td>
<td>02 km</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 6400 NNE buffered</td>
<td>01 km</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 6400 EN buffered</td>
<td>01 km</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetics 1600 edge density</td>
<td>0.26–0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.33–0.52</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>12.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conductors (air)</td>
<td>Conductor</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conductors (ground)</td>
<td>Conductor</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extech IV faults</td>
<td>10 km</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults WNW buffered</td>
<td>2000 m</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NW buffered</td>
<td>400 m</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NNW buffered</td>
<td>200 m</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NNE buffered</td>
<td>2000 m</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults NE buffered</td>
<td>200 m</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faults ENE buffered</td>
<td>400 m</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 WNW buffered</td>
<td>3500 m</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NW buffered</td>
<td>4500 m</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 NE buffered</td>
<td>3000 m</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravity 1600 ENE buffered</td>
<td>5000 m</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2. NW McArthur Basin

The high prospectivity of both carbonaceous sediments and haematitic breccia is reflected in the exceptionally high contrast values calculated for these lithological units (3.38 and 4.54 respectively). However, the limited spatial extent of these units, which are commonly mapped around areas of known mineralisation (most notably for haematitic breccia) possibly overemphasises their significance, and given that it is likely that such units are present in other areas where the geology is poorly known. Notable positive values were also calculated for Archean stratigraphy (0.95) and Gneiss (0.98; due to the presence of numerous minor uranium occurrences located within Archean gneiss complexes), Proterozoic units (0.38) and Schist (0.98; the Cahill Schist is the most important host lithology in the Alligator Rivers Uranium Field) and Felsic volcanics (0.75), which are host to numerous minor occurrences in the South Alligator Rivers Uranium Field. Significant negative values are returned for sandstone (−0.79) and unmetamorphosed cover (−1.96), reflecting the lack of uranium discoveries to date below the Neoproterozoic basin-fill sandstones. The relatively high contrast calculated for granulite metamorphic facies (1.57) is again likely the result of statistical anomalism, with just two relatively minor uranium occurrences in this spatially confined unit. By contrast, 79 uranium occurrences lie within the area of mapped amphibolite grade metamorphism but its greater
area results in a slightly lower calculated contrast (1.34). Positive contrast values were also calculated for proximity to mapped Archean complexes (1.89), with 5 km being the critical buffer distance.

The combined Gravity 6400 buffered geophysical edges received the second highest calculated contrast (4.02) but the low student value reflects a very low degree of statistical confidence in the result. Relatively high contrast values were calculated for all mapped fault orientation classes, with the WNW (1.79), NW (1.64), NNW (1.49) and NE (1.46) feature classes being favoured. Gravity 1600 NE (0.42) and NNE (0.51) returned modest contrasts as did the Magnetics 1600 edge density predictor, particularly the moderate (0.24–0.3 km/km²) density class (0.60). Proximity to the unconformity (unconformity buffered) is also identified as an important predictor with 45 km being the critical buffer distance (1.83).

4.5.3. Athabasca Basin

The high contrast value obtained for the Carswell gneiss (3.90) and strongly negative value calculated for the Athabasca quartzarenite (−1.64) are not statistically valid, as indicated by the extremely low Student values. They are also somewhat counterintuitive given the established pedigree of the basin-fill sedimentary units and their obvious prospectivity for unconformity-related uranium. Unexpectedly, the results suggest that the best place to look for unconformity-type uranium in the Athabasca Basin is in the Carswell gneiss and that the area covered by Athabasca quartzarenite should be avoided. These unrealistic and statistically invalid results are again attributed to a problem of scale and a small training data set relative to the size of the study area. The Carswell gneiss (134 km² total area) contains just 21 known occurrences whereas the Athabasca quartzarenite (72,600 km²) contains 271. However, the difference in area results in the Athabasca quartzarenite being rejected as an exploration target in this purely statistical analysis. No other lithological units displayed a valid spatial association with uranium mineralisation. The Carswell structure returned the highest contrast (3.28) of the magnetic domains, the relatively high value being at least partially due to the scale issue outlined above. Of the remaining magnetic domains, only the Mudjatik Domain (0.97), Tantato Domain—low mag (0.79), Wollaston Domain—high mag (1.75), Wollaston Domain—low mag (1.74) and shear zones (0.34) display valid spatial associations with uranium mineralisation. Both air conductors (3.01) and ground conductors (3.90) display high contrast values.

Determining which orientations of linear features showed strong spatial associations with uranium mineralisation was of primary interest in this analysis. All mapped (1:250k scale) faults returned significant contrast values with NW (1.91), NNW (1.81), NNE (1.96) and NE (1.60) orientation classes being favoured. Modest contrast values were returned for Gravity 6400 edge orientation classes WNW (0.73), NNE (0.44) and ENE (0.54). The higher frequency Gravity 1600 edge classes also returned relatively modest contrast values for the WNW (0.54), NW (0.25), NE (0.20) and ENE (0.23) orientation classes. The Magnetics 1600 edge density feature class displays a relatively high contrast value, with the high density (0.33–0.52 km/km²) class (1.72) being favoured.

Weights obtained from the WofE analysis highlight a number of inherent problems with using data-driven MPM methodologies in under-explored areas. Limitations arise due to the comparatively small number of known deposits relative to the size of the search area. For example, the Athabasca Basin covers approximately 460 by 220 km; given the size of the target area, the total number of known uranium deposits (<50) is extremely low. This necessitated the use of uranium occurrences to create a training set of sufficient size to arrive at statistically valid contrast values. It should be noted that while the occurrence training set provides a more statistically sound result, the data density is still quite low and data points are commonly clustered around areas of historical discoveries. A further shortcoming of this approach is that the occurrences data include everything from small radiometric and geochemical anomalies, minor drill-hole intercepts, radioactive boulders to minor and major deposits. In this context, the results should be interpreted as reflecting occurrence, rather than deposit potential, which is not necessarily what we are interested in as explorers. Additional commentary on potential shortcomings of data-driven approaches to MPM is presented in the Discussion Section below.
Despite these limitations, and with due consideration given to the short-comings of the technique, the WofE analyses yielded informative results for both study areas.

4.6. Assigning Fuzzy Weights

Unlike Boolean set theory, which defines membership of a set as either 1 or 0 (i.e., true or false), fuzzy-set theory [172] allows for a continuum of grades of membership between 0 and 1. The application of fuzzy-set theory in fuzzy logic MPM allows the geologist to construct models that are capable of representing vague, subjective measures of prospectivity. ‘Fuzzy Membership’ values can be assigned to predictor maps according to a variety of membership function curves or manually, according to geological knowledge.

This study used a relatively simple approach to assign numerical weights (i.e., ‘Fuzzy Membership’ values). Each predictor map was assigned a ‘map weight’ of between 1 and 10, with higher values reflecting greater importance of the recognition criteria in the mineralisation model and/or greater confidence in the data from which the layer was derived. Note that map weights apply equally to all classes within the same predictor map. Individual features were assigned a ‘class weight’ (also with values between 1 and 10) reflecting relative prospectivity within the predictor map. The values assigned at this stage of the analysis are of vital importance so a group of expert collaborators familiar with the subject matter and with an understanding of the quality and fidelity of the source data was relied upon to perform the assessment for this study. The collaborators were guided by a comprehensive review of published works, statistical evidence from weights of evidence (WofE) and other approaches not described here in detail (e.g., Fry analysis: [173,174]), and their own experience/opinions.

Class and map weight scores were simply multiplied together and divided by 100 to arrive at a ‘Fuzzy Membership’ value (i.e., between 0 and 1; Appendices A and B) for every feature in the ‘stack’ of predictor maps. In order to avoid any undesirable and unrealistic effects when performing fuzzy logic operations [146], calculated fuzzy membership values of zero were replaced by a very low value (i.e., 0.001) where they occurred. The fuzzy membership value can be considered a measure of the perceived importance for each feature in the mineralisation model. Each weighted predictor is constructed and weighted in such a way that it can be thought of as a single-component map of prospectivity.

Where proximity to a particular feature is considered desirable in the model, multiple-ring buffers are used, with the highest class weight commonly being assigned to the smallest buffer. Decreasing values for subsequent and hence larger buffers reflect decreasing prospectivity with increasing distance from the feature. This methodology was used for the unconformity buffered predictor in the NW McArthur Basin study, but in this case, the area labelled ‘above unconformity’ (coloured dark red in Figure 8o) was assigned the highest class weight (in addition to the smallest buffer) as the unconformity itself is the primary exploration target. By contrast, the features that were buffered to produce the Archean buffered predictor were assigned a low class weight as the most prospective areas are considered to be in the Proterozoic metasediments adjacent to the Archean domes, rather than the Archean domes themselves.

Features within multi-class predictor maps (e.g., lithology, stratigraphy, etc.) are assigned class values between 0 and 10 according to their perceived importance in the mineralising model. A summary of map weights applied to the predictors is shown in Table 6 (NW McArthur Basin) and Table 7 (Athabasca Basin). Full details of map/class weights and fuzzy membership values for every feature can be found in Appendices A and B. When interpreting the class weights assigned to various features, it should be kept in mind that the predictors are two dimensional representations of the three dimensional Earth, and in that context it is sometimes necessary to apply a weight to a feature that is higher than would be expected if the feature were considered in isolation. For example, the Phanerozoic aged rocks in the McArthur Basin are considered unprospective in terms of their potential to host unconformity-style uranium mineralisation. However, the prospectivity of a cell located over these units is influenced by the fact that highly prospective Proterozoic rocks are very likely to be located at
relatively shallow depth beneath the typically thin Phanerozoic cover. For this reason the Phanerozoic stratigraphic class receives a relatively high class weight of 7 in this model despite itself being a poor exploration target.

**Table 6.** NW McArthur Basin MPM map weights. Weights reflect the perceived importance of the recognition criteria in the mineralisation model and/or greater confidence in the data from which the layer was derived. Full details, including class weights are provided in Appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived Predictor Maps</th>
<th>Map Weight</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplified lithology</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Strong conceptual control and highlighted by WofE analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified stratigraphy</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Strong conceptual control and highlighted by WofE analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archean buffered</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Very important conceptually and highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconformity buffered</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Critical control on mineralisation but with a large zone of influence, as supported by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults WNW buffered</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dominant trend highlighted by WofE (occurrences and deposits).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NW buffered</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Highlighted by WofE (occurrences) and dominant in Fry 1 km to 50 km analysis (occurrences and deposits).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NNW buffered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Highlighted by WofE (occurrences) and strong trend in Fry 1 km to 50 km analysis (occurrences and deposits).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NNE buffered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Relatively weak trend highlighted by Fry analysis, weak trend in WofE analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NE buffered</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Strong trend in WofE analysis (occurrences and deposits).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults ENE buffered</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Highlighted in WofE analysis (strong in deposits only data).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metamorphic regions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Weak predictor of U mineralisation. Little differentiation between metamorphic classes in WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 1600 NNE buffered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weak trend highlighted by WofE analysis (occurrences data).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 1600 NE buffered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Relatively weak trend in WofE analysis (deposits and occurrences).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 buffered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strong contrast returned from WofE analysis. Conceptually important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetics 1600 edge density</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modest response from WofE analysis. Conceptually important.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Athabasca Basin MPM map weights. Weights reflect the perceived importance of the recognition criteria in the mineralisation model and/or greater confidence in the data from which the layer was derived. Full details, including class weights are provided in Appendix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived Predictor Maps</th>
<th>Map Weight</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid geology</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Conceptually strong control on mineralisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductors (air)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Strong response from WofE analysis. Important in historical targeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductors (ground)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Very strong response from WofE. Important in historical targeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults WNW buffered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clear spatial association with known deposits. Highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NW buffered</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Clear spatial association with known deposits. Highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NNW buffered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clear spatial association with known deposits. Highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NNE buffered</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Clear spatial association with known deposits. Highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults NE buffered</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Clear spatial association with known deposits. Highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faults ENE buffered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clear spatial association with known deposits. Highlighted by WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic domains</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Representation of basement domains—critical control on U mineralisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extech IV faults</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Broad zones of structural weakness with high levels of spatial uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 1600 WNW buffered</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Weak spatial association with known deposits in WofE analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 1600 NW buffered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Very weak response from WofE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 1600 NE buffered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Important conceptually. Weak spatial association with known deposits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 1600 ENE buffered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Important conceptually. Weak spatial association with known deposits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 WNW buffered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moderate response from WofE analysis. Possibly represent significant basement structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 NW buffered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No spatial association observed in WofE analysis but conceptually important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 NNW buffered</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No spatial association observed in WofE analysis but conceptually significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 NNE buffered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Moderate response from WofE analysis. Possibly represent significant basement structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 NE buffered</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No spatial association observed in WofE analysis but conceptually significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity 6400 ENE buffered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moderate response from WofE analysis. Possibly represent significant basement structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetics 1600 edge density</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modest response from WofE analysis. Conceptually important.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vector predictor maps were converted to numerical raster grids, using the fuzzy membership value. Raster cell (i.e., pixel) sizes of 50 m and 100 m were used for the NW McArthur Basin and
Athabasca Basin MPMs respectively. Mathematical fuzzy logic operations were then used to combine the layers.

4.7. Combining Predictors

The inference network, consisting of the weighted predictors and the mathematical operators that join them is effectively a representation of the geologists’ thought processes and should be designed such that it follows sound geological reasoning. A variety of fuzzy logic operators [148,172] can be used to combine predictors.

**Fuzzy AND**: \( \mu_{\text{AND}} = \text{Min} (\mu_1, \mu_2, \mu_3, \ldots, \mu_n) \) (6)

where \( \mu_{\text{AND}} \) is the output fuzzy score and \( \mu_x \) represents the fuzzy membership values for aligned raster cells at a location in Predictors 1, 2, 3, etc. The resulting fuzzy score is the minimum value of all inputs for each aligned raster cell.

**Fuzzy OR**: \( \mu_{\text{OR}} = \text{Max} (\mu_1, \mu_2, \mu_3, \ldots, \mu_n) \) (7)

where \( \mu_{\text{OR}} \) is the output fuzzy score and \( \mu_x \) represents the fuzzy membership values for aligned raster cells at a location in Predictors 1, 2, 3, etc. The resulting fuzzy score is the maximum value of all inputs for each aligned raster cell.

**Fuzzy ALGEBRAIC PRODUCT**: \( \mu_{\text{AP}} = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i \) (8)

where \( \mu_{\text{AP}} \) is the output fuzzy score and \( \mu_i \) represents the fuzzy membership values for aligned raster cells at a location in Predictors \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\). Membership values from each input are multiplied. The result is always smaller than, or equal to, the smallest contributing membership value as input values are between zero and one.

**Fuzzy ALGEBRAIC SUM**: \( \mu_{\text{AS}} = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \mu_i) \) (9)

where \( \mu_{\text{AS}} \) is the output fuzzy score and \( \mu_i \) represents the fuzzy membership values for aligned raster cells at a location in Predictors \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\). Note that despite the name given to the operator this is not actually an algebraic sum. The result is always larger (or equal to) the largest contributing membership value but never greater than one.

**Fuzzy GAMMA**: \( \mu_{\text{GAMMA}} = [\mu_{\text{AS}}]^{\gamma} \times [\mu_{\text{AP}}]^{(1-\gamma)} = \left[ \prod_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i \right]^{\gamma} \times \left[ 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \mu_i) \right]^{(1-\gamma)} \) (10)

where \( \mu_{\text{GAMMA}} \) is the output fuzzy score and \( \mu_i \) represents the fuzzy membership values for aligned raster cells at a location in Predictors \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\). Fuzzy GAMMA is a combination of a fuzzy algebraic sum and a fuzzy algebraic product. The gamma value can be varied (i.e., between 0 and 1) to regulate the generally ‘increased’ effect of the former and the ‘decreased’ effect of the latter so that the output can be ‘tuned’ to suit a particular conceptual model.

Importantly, when using Fuzzy AND or Fuzzy OR operators, the fuzzy membership of a single piece of evidence controls the output value (i.e., the output is either the lowest or highest value of all inputs). Conversely, the fuzzy membership values of all inputs influence the output from the Fuzzy PRODUCT, Fuzzy SUM and Fuzzy GAMMA operators.

The inference networks constructed for the NW McArthur Basin and Athabasca Basin Fuzzy Logic MPMs are shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively.
A similar design philosophy was employed for both models. Predictors representing different aspects of the same recognition criteria class are first combined with Fuzzy AND or Fuzzy OR operators. The use of these operators in the early stages of the inference network effectively reduces potential conditional dependency issues as the output for any particular cell is only influenced by one of the inputs (i.e., the lowest or highest value respectively). The choice of Fuzzy AND or Fuzzy OR operator depends upon whether the presence of features with a high fuzzy membership value must be represented at a particular location on all, or any one of the predictors being combined. In the NW McArthur Basin study (Figure 10) the simplified lithology and simplified stratigraphy predictors are combined using a Fuzzy AND operator, reflecting the need for potential host rocks to be both the right type and age for a particular location to be considered prospective. Conversely, weighted fault predictors are combined in the first stage of both models with a Fuzzy OR operator. The fuzzy score obtained for a particular cell in this case is the highest fuzzy membership value of any of the inputs at that location. The logic is that when considering only the faults as potential influences on prospectivity, proximity to any fault is good but the prospectivity at any point is only as good as the level of influence that comes from the most favourable predictor. The output value at any point depends on the various map weights applied to different structural orientation classes and proximity to the closest structure.
Figure 11. Athabasca Basin inference network. Predictor maps are grouped and shaded on the basis of recognition criteria class. Fuzzy logic operators are used to combine weighted and rasterised predictors via a series of intermediate steps to produce the final fuzzy logic favourability map.

Fuzzy Gamma operators are used in the later stages of the inference network to combine intermediate rasters representing the different recognition criteria classes. The net effect of the Fuzzy Gamma operator is that high values in all inputs result in high values in the output. It is used in these models to infer that for a cell to be considered prospective, some combination of representatives from each recognition criteria class is required. The NW McArthur Basin model includes an addition and final requirement that the cell must be located within a suitable distance from the outcropping unconformity or in an area where the unconformity is concealed by basin-fill/cover sequences. This additional control is not necessary for the Athabasca Basin model as the MPM area is confined by the sedimentary basin margins.
5. Results

The favourability maps resulting from the combination of all weighted and processed inputs and as defined by the inference networks discussed in the preceding section are shown for the NW McArthur Basin in Figure 12 and the Athabasca Basin in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Final output from the NW McArthur Basin fuzzy logic mineral potential modelling for unconformity-type uranium. Warmer colours (orange to red) represent elevated prospectivity. The locations of significant unconformity-related uranium deposits are shown by black circles and the generalised extent of the Rum Jungle, Alligator Rivers and South Alligator Rivers uranium fields are outlined with red dashed lines. Due to the proprietary nature of the study, only results from areas within National Parks and mining leases are shown.
Figure 13. Final output from the Athabasca Basin fuzzy logic mineral potential modelling for unconformity-type uranium. Warmer colours (orange to red) represent elevated prospectivity. The locations of significant unconformity-related uranium deposits are shown by black circles. Due to the proprietary nature of the study, only results from areas covered by active mineral dispositions are shown.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the analyses presented herein form part of a wider study to identify exploration targets with high potential for as yet undiscovered unconformity-related uranium and basement-hosted gold deposits in these two areas and also in the exposed Canadian Shield in Northern Saskatchewan. This work was undertaken on behalf of the privately owned exploration company 92 Energy Limited. Due to the proprietary and commercially sensitive nature of the study, the Board of 92 Energy Pty Ltd. has authorised the publication of results only for areas within the National Parks and existing mining leases in the NW McArthur Basin area, and areas covered by exploration tenement/dispositions in the Athabasca Basin. These zones are generally representative of the wider studies and include the majority of the highly favourable areas for both areas.

6. Discussion

6.1. Sources of Statistical Anomalism in Data-Driven MPM

As demonstrated with the weights of evidence analysis above, statistical anomalies can arise in cases where even a few known deposits/occurrences are located within a relatively small feature. The higher density of populated cells within that feature dramatically enhances the statistical likelihood of finding a deposit there according to the WofE analysis. This may genuinely reflect the feature’s enhanced prospectivity or may be, to some extent, the result of increased historical exploration in that area. Bias towards historical exploration and discovery areas is an inevitable consequence of the generally enhanced levels of investigative work that is undertaken in those zones. For example, in
the NW McArthur Basin haematitic breccia is mapped in great detail around several known deposits and mineral fields due to its obvious interest as an indicator of hydrothermal activity and possible mineralisation. However, it is difficult to detect and unlikely to be recorded in areas that have never been drill-tested, where it occurs below shallow cover or in those areas that have historically received only cursory attention from explorers. Similarly, folds and faults are commonly mapped and traced in great detail around areas of known mineralisation but may go unrecognised and unrecorded elsewhere. In the Athabasca Basin, EM surveys (particularly ground surveys) have historically been concentrated around brown-field areas. As a result, EM conductors (notably the highly prospective ground conductors) are largely confined to areas of known mineralisation where such surveys have been undertaken. This sort of ‘historical attention bias’ (i.e., the preferential collection of data around areas of known mineralisation) undoubtedly results in certain features being over-emphasised in purely statistical analyses, especially those undertaken at the regional (or larger) scale. The exploration attention dichotomy is further exaggerated between areas of exposed basement and those under significant cover, as is evidenced by the complete lack of recorded uranium occurrences within the part of the NW McArthur Basin study area covered by Proterozoic sandstone. Concentrations of uranium must surely exist in the underlying basement rocks but because these concealed occurrences are very difficult to detect, the training set is currently restricted to areas of exposed basement or very shallow cover.

Another important factor to consider in underexplored areas is that results of the WofE analysis commonly ‘confirm’ (or conform to) historical exploration models. Historical mineralisation models drive exploration, leading to more discoveries of those that fit that particular model. In underexplored terrains this potentially enforces an incomplete or erroneous model. A key question is: Are known deposits truly representative of all deposits, including those yet to be discovered? Recent discoveries just outside the current Athabasca Basin boundary and which do not strictly conform to historical exploration models (Arrow, Triple R—Patterson Lake South) and the ensuing ‘rush’ by explorers to find analogues [175] illustrate the point that new discoveries can lead to a modification of the prevailing targeting model and appreciation of a new search space [176]. This leads to further discoveries, which in-turn, reinforce the new exploration paradigm.

6.2. Unbiased Structure Definition

Geophysical edges generally display a weak statistical spatial association with known uranium mineralisation for both the NW MacArthur and Athabasca basin study areas. This can be interpreted in several ways. It may be that uranium mineralisation in both areas is commonly related to structures that do not necessarily display strong geophysical gradients, or it may be that the edge detection routines used here are too sensitive to gradients, which may or may not represent significant structures. Alternatively, it may be reasonable to assume that the number of discovered deposits in each area is relatively small compared to the number of undiscovered deposits, and that the known deposits are preferentially clustered in areas, which have historically been relatively easy to explore (e.g., areas of exposed basement, areas under relatively shallow cover and areas not subject to stringent access constraints). On-ground geological investigations of all kinds are more commonly carried out in these areas and as has already been suggested tend to be particularly concentrated around areas of known mineralisation. It should be expected then that known deposits will commonly display a higher level of spatial association with features that have been preferentially mapped in those same areas.

The benefit of the geophysical edge detection routines is that they represent a completely unbiased approach to structure definition. They work equally well in difficult to explore areas and areas under cover as they do in areas of exposed basement. It follows then that if the number of undiscovered deposits associated with concealed structures represented by the geophysical edges is large compared to the number of known deposits, the statistical significance of those few known deposits is very much reduced. If that is the case, the purely statistical WofE analysis is only telling a part of the story. This is particularly likely in the NW McArthur Basin where many prospective areas experienced
only cursory uranium exploration before access was severely restricted with the establishment of the Kakadu National Park in the late 1970s. The ability of the edge detection routines to detect features where exploration has traditionally been very difficult inevitably means that they show a statistically weaker spatial association with known mineralisation, especially where large parts of the investigation area are under cover. However, outside of the National Park these previously unrecognised features may represent important and largely untapped exploration targets.

6.3. Interpreting Fuzzy Logic MPM Results

The geological validity of the fuzzy logic mineral potential models for unconformity-style uranium deposits in the NW McArthur Basin and Athabasca Basin is demonstrated by the fact that the majority of known uranium deposits, camps and districts (also addressed as fields or provinces) occur within areas of elevated to very high favourability in the resulting favourability maps (NW McArthur Basin: 62.9% of uranium occurrences and 80.0% of uranium deposits occur above the 75th percentile; Athabasca Basin: 82.0% of unconformity-related uranium occurrences and 85.2% of mines and prospects occur above the 75th percentile of favourability values). In addition, the models identified several areas that contain all ingredients for unconformity-style uranium mineralisation that are mappable at the scale of our investigation but which may have been overlooked by previous explorers.

The models presented herein follow a conservative approach and have been constructed in such a way that they account for the known distribution of uranium mineralisation without seeking to exploit new methodologies beyond what is supported by statistical analyses. A significant advantage of this type of modelling is that as new knowledge comes to light, the analyses can be modified accordingly to take into account innovative concepts and new findings. Newly acquired or improved versions of spatial data, particularly those that offer even coverage across the entire area of interest can also be readily incorporated into the model.

Limitations to what can be achieved through MPM can arise due to the inability of currently available data to adequately describe key components of the mineralising system. Geological features represented in spatial data may also be inconsistently characterised or even provide a misleading picture of their association with mineralisation for a wide variety of reasons including but not limited to incomplete mapping, partial erosion or partial cover of critical features by younger sedimentary units (i.e., important features that are present in the third dimension may not be represented in 2D spatial data).

Uranium mineralisation in both the NW McArthur and Athabasca basins is intimately linked to structure and this has been used as a key control in both models. Structures undergoing reactivation during later tectonic events create zones of dilation and brecciation. These ‘structurally prepared host zones’ have been recognised as critical controls on uranium mineralisation in the Alligator Rivers Uranium Field [110]. However, the lack of exploration in the NW McArthur Basin, with large areas covered by national parks or with limited access since the 1970s likely results in an incomplete understanding of the basement fault architecture in the area. Furthermore, the middle Proterozoic basin-fill and younger rocks are relatively undeformed compared to the underlying Paleoproterozoic sequences, which have experienced multiple phases of intense deformation. Although a few major structures visibly extend from areas of exposed Paleoproterozoic basement and into the cover sequences (e.g., Ranger Fault and Bulman Fault Zone), there is some doubt as to whether the pattern of deeply eroded canyons dissecting the Kombolgie Sandstone adequately represents the underlying basement structural geometry. While some authors consider the surficial features a reliable representation of reactivated basement structures (e.g., [177]), the joint pattern may be more closely related to a late phase of regional flexing and therefore largely unrelated to large-scale basement structures, which could potentially host uranium mineralisation [110]. The largest known ARUF uranium deposits are closely associated with listric faults in the basement. Similar structures may not necessarily have any expression in or through the overlying upper Proterozoic sedimentary sequences of the Kombolgie Subgroup as exemplified by the world-class Jabiluka deposits, which were discovered below a thin
cover of transported sand that masked their radiometric response [26]. New exploration discoveries (e.g., a major concealed basement structure beneath the Kombolgie Sandstone) would significantly affect future iterations of the model.

Due to the high level of importance attributed to proximity to Archean complexes and the presence of favourable host lithologies, the Rum Jungle and Alligator Rivers uranium fields display the most favourable zones in the MPM. These fields host the largest uranium deposits in the area. By contrast, the South Alligator Valley Uranium Field shows only moderately elevated prospectivity (Figure 14) and is host to several small occurrences and only two minor deposits that are polymetallic in nature (U, Au ± PGE, Ni, Co: [26]). The area contains no identified Archean-age rocks and generally less favourable lithologies, with the exception of a small area of haematitic breccia around the El Sherana deposit. In contrast to the major ARUF uranium deposits, these deposits are controlled by subvertical structures [26]. The regional model effectively highlights both the El Sherana and Coronation Hill deposits, but a more detailed MPM specifically constructed to reflect the genetic model for mineralisation in the South Alligator River Uranium Field could be constructed to effectively target analogues of the main mineralised zones.

Figure 14. South Alligator Rivers Uranium Field MPM result. Note that the colour scale has been recalibrated relative to the previous figures.

The Athabasca Basin MPM effectively ‘redisCOVERs’ the main areas of known mineralisation. Graphitic shear zones make attractive unconformity-style uranium targets in the Athabasca Basin where they show up as conductors on EM surveys and these are weighted accordingly in the MPM presented
The success of historical exploration programs targeting EM conductors supports the idea of a genetic link between carbon species reductants and uranium mineralisation [3,178]. However, this success may also lead to some degree of ‘exploration bias’ with the genetic importance of conductors being overemphasised due to the lack of alternative targeting methodologies. Fe-rich silicates and sulphides have been proposed as efficient reducing agents [124], with or without the presence of carbon species (i.e., conductors). However, such deposits, which have no spatial relationship to EM conductors and no other characteristic geophysical signature would be significantly harder to detect under cover and hence to incorporate into alternative models.

Recent discoveries outside the perimeter of the sedimentary basin (Arrow, Triple R—Patterson Lake South) as well as historical occurrences and the Cluff Lake deposits demonstrate the existence of ‘unconventional’ basement-hosted uranium deposits, below the Athabasca Basin unconformity. Conceptual targeting for such systems and the development of appropriate mineral potential models is easily accommodated through variations to the model as long as appropriate proxies can be found for critical components of the mineralising system. Alternative models that place greater emphasis on the geophysical linear (for example) or that consider less conventional notions of uranium deposit genesis can be quickly tested with this methodology and used to arrive at more novel and speculative exploration targets.

Regional-scale models such as those described for these two Proterozoic basins must inevitably be somewhat generalised due to the need to accommodate a wide range of geological environments and local controls on mineralisation. The models presented herein are constructed in such a way that they balance the need to be as discerning as possible, without disregarding large areas of prospective ground. Like any exploration technique that relies upon spatial data as an input, significant limitations are placed on the methodology by the availability and quality of those data sets. Errors, omissions or inaccuracies in the input data are inevitably propagated through to the output from the analyses (i.e., the ‘garbage in = garbage out’ concept). For this reason, data must be stringently vetted prior to inclusion in the model to avoid ‘contaminating’ the analysis with substandard or incomplete data (cf. Hronsky and Kreuzer, [179]).

The models are further limited by their inability to incorporate controls on mineralisation that have no geographically consistent representation in the available spatial data and at the scale of investigation (e.g., the presence of reducing agents that are not associated with EM conductors and without other geophysically discernible properties). Criteria representing the distinctive host-rock alteration features that typically surround unconformity-type uranium deposits are not included in the MPM due to their relatively small size compared to the scale of the basin-wide studies. Hydrothermal alteration effects give rise to most of the geophysical, geochemical and mineralogical signatures of the mineralisation, so subsequent, prospect-scale investigations should be designed such that they focus on the highly-prospective areas identified in the regional MPM but with emphasis on local controls on mineralisation such as hydrothermal alteration effects.

The authors acknowledge that models presented for each area represent just one of an infinite number of possible solutions. Every step from predictor map construction, assigning weights and design of the inference network was driven by a small group of ‘experts’. While the authors consider the models to be a suitable representation of the current state of knowledge regarding uranium mineralisation in the two Proterozoic basins, the opinions of other experts might differ from those that form the basis of these studies. An important feature of this type of analysis is that it allows for rapid iterative modification. New, or recompiled legacy data, revised weights or modified logic network designs that target specific deposit types, or that consider alternate genetic models can be readily accommodated and tested.

Despite the limitations outlined above, the MPM methodology represents an efficient tool for reducing the search space and can be applied at a wide range of scales provided suitable spatial data are available. At the regional scale, the methodology’s strength lies in its ability to highlight broad zones of elevated mineral potential, rather than discrete exploration targets. Favourable zones
highlighted by the MPM should be ranked and prioritised by the exploration geoscientist for follow up with prospect-scale studies (e.g., the CMIC Footprints study at the McArthur River and Millennium uranium deposits [180] or more focussed, prospect-scale MPM), using higher resolution data and incorporating local controls on mineralisation.

In summary, we believe that such a hybrid approach (cf. [179]), focused on intelligence amplification (IA) rather than artificial intelligence (AI), is the most effective way to use MPM in that it harnesses “the best-ever left brain for logic and rationality” as represented by the computing environment and “the best-ever right brain for creativity, judgment and wisdom” as represented by the human mind. In the words of Brooks [181], “intelligence amplifying systems can, at any given level of available systems technology, beat AI systems. That is, a machine and a mind can beat a mind-imitating machine working by itself.”

7. Conclusions

Descriptive and genetic models for unconformity-style uranium mineralisation, with particular emphasis on spatial footprints enabling prediction of undiscovered resources, have been presented herein. Predictive fuzzy logic mineral potential modelling (MPM) is presented for the two most prospective basins, the Athabasca and NW McArthur basins.

Several as yet untested conceptual target zones were highlighted within each of the study areas as a result of the analyses. Importantly, the overwhelming majority of known uranium occurrences were correctly ‘rediscovered’ in the process, thus demonstrating the effectiveness and applicability of the process to mineral exploration targeting. Follow-up, prospect-scale studies should focus on areas identified as highly favourable in these analyses. These should be designed such that they consider specific, local controls on mineralisation and incorporate geochemical and geophysical representations of hydrothermal alteration assemblages.

The nature of regional-scale exploration targeting for unconformity-style uranium in Proterozoic basins (i.e., detecting blind deposits under significant cover, relying almost entirely on geophysical targeting methods), combined with a generally low data density, imposes some limitations on the use of MPM methodologies. As with any approach to exploration targeting, inconsistencies in data quality and acquisition density at the regional scale invariably lead to some degree of bias towards more data-rich, brown-fields areas and increasing levels of uncertainty in underexplored domains. It should be noted that extensive geochemical datasets [182] and seismic survey data [103] exist for parts of the Athabasca Basin and while they would provide useful source material for a more localised MPM, their use was considered inappropriate for the basin-wide study presented herein given that these data only cover part of the basin.

Many of the inputs used in this study are 1st- and 2nd-order interpretations of geophysical data sets, which are themselves compilations of individual surveys, which vary greatly in resolution and quality. However, the geophysical data cover the entire study areas relatively evenly and the geophysical edge detection routines described herein attempt to present a completely unbiased interpretation and, as such, offer a valid tool for the generation of unconventional targets in areas under cover.

Alternative targeting concepts and data can be rapidly incorporated and assessed in fuzzy logic mineral potential modelling. When used appropriately and in conjunction with other targeting techniques MPM can be a powerful tool in the decision-making process to efficiently reduce the search space while simultaneously increasing the probability of discovery at reduced risk and costs.
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**Appendix A**

NW McArthur Basin Fuzzy Weights: Fuzzy membership values for predictor maps used in the construction of the North McArthur Basin Fuzzy Logic mineral prospectivity model for unconformity-type uranium deposits.

**Appendix B**

Athabasca Basin Fuzzy Weights: Fuzzy membership values for predictor maps used in the construction of the Athabasca Basin Fuzzy Logic mineral prospectivity model for unconformity-type uranium deposits.
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